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ABSTRACT
A progressive collapse is characterized by initial local damage to a structural
element leading to collapse of a large portion of the structure. Recently, investigation of
collapse behavior and designing for progressive collapse has been greatly influenced by
an increase in terrorist attacks to civilian type structures around the world. With the
increased computing capabilities, numerical models have evolved into the primary
method for evaluating structural response to extreme loading events. While, numerical
models are a valuable investigative tool, modeling parameters must be carefully
considered in order to appropriately represent the nonlinear material and geometric
behavior inherent to a collapse event.
This study considers the effects of three modeling parameters: element
composition, element discretization, and load application on the performance of building
model at a number of failure locations. Several preliminary investigations are considered
to evaluate these parameters in beam and building bay models. Insight from these
models were applied to full building models to investigate the collapse performance of
the building subject to two load cases: the DOD (2009) collapse design load combination
and a critical pedestrian load case representative of emergency occupant egress on the
damaged structure.
Results indicate that building model behavior is sensitive to all of the
aforementioned modeling parameters as well as computational analysis
procedures. None-the-less, with respect to load case, building behavior in response to the
critical pedestrian egress loads were comparable to the UFC (2009) collapse design load
and should certainly be considered for structures subject to extreme loading events.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Background
Prevention of progressive collapse has been an increased focus of research in the
United States due to the increase of terrorist attacks targeting civil infrastructure, such as
the attacks on the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building and the World Trade Center.
Progressive collapse is defined in the American Society of Civil Engineers/ Structural
Engineering Institute Standard 7-10: Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other
Structures (ASCE/SEI 7-10) as “the spread of an initial local failure from element to
element, eventually resulting in the collapse of an entire structure or a disproportionately
large part of it.”
Government and military facilities have long been subject to terrorist attacks but
recently civilian structures: office buildings, hospitals, transportation centers,
entertainment venues, etc. have been the focus of these attacks. Collapse in a civilian
structure is particular devastating; along with physical destruction, collapse events can
have worldwide economic impacts, as well as tremendous injury and death. Modern
research focuses on mitigate structural damage during a collapse event, and ultimately,
how to save lives.
The two inherent methods for limiting structure risk to terrorist attack and/or
collapse are: a) reducing its susceptibly to extreme or abnormal loading events and/ or
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reducing the magnitude of these loads, and b) increasing its force-resistance system
capabilities to withstand localized member failure(s). Although quantifying the risk of a
particular structure is difficult, its force-resisting system, the number and demographic of
its occupants, and its exposure to extreme or abnormal loading events are given careful
consideration when investigating preventative techniques.
While decreasing structure exposure to terrorist attack or other extreme loading is
very important, this research focuses on the latter of the two preventive techniques
introduced above by investigating structural response to a local failure. During a collapse
event, extreme loads will exceed the intended demand capacity of the structure and
nonlinear material and geometric behavior will govern structural response. Depending on
the nature and location of the failures, a variety of possible collapse mechanisms may
form.
To prevent the formation of collapse mechanisms, designers must understand how
local failures affect global response of the structure. This holistic approach will lead to
collapse resistant solutions non-specific to the local failure locations. Unfortunately, cost
and space prohibit researchers from evaluating full-scale models subject to collapse.
Because of these limitations, researchers use numerical finite element models to
investigate structural performance during collapse. The numerical models are
significantly cheaper than considering laboratory testing and data collection, although
modeling parameters must be carefully considered to accurately depict the nonlinear
behavior inherent during structural collapse.
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Researchers implementing numerical models generally focus on the immediate
response of the structure upon failure of one or more local component(s). Additional
research is needed to consider load events on the damaged structure after the initial local
failure(s). Life safety considerations should not be overlooked during extreme events,
although, occupant egress during a collapse events have been appropriately investigated.
Therefore, this investigation will consider the impact of occupant evacuation on the
damaged structure. The response of the damaged building subject to occupant egress
loads will be compared with that of the state-of-the-art collapse design loads.
The building model evaluated is a 10-story, 152'-0″ × 192'-0″ (46.3 m × 58.5 m)
steel moment - framed building with 8 above grade office stories and 2 underground
parking levels. This building features unrestricted public access on the lobby and parking
levels and has a large number of occupants; therefore, it can be considered as having a
high risk to extreme or abnormal loading. These building characteristics and features are
common in many structures throughout the United States; therefore, this building serves
as a relevant subject for collapse investigation.

1.2 Problem Statement
Finite element applications are being called upon more and more by academia and
industry alike. Although promising, the application of finite element models for
progressive collapse is still needs much development. Potential shortcomings in
modeling techniques and/ or understanding of structural behavior during progressive
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collapse could have devastating consequences. Therefore, every aspect of the modeling
procedure should be carefully considered to accurately capture the behavior of interest.
In this study, preliminary investigations are used to evaluate the impacts of
several modeling parameters, including: element composition, element discretization and
load application. Two different beam models and two different building bay models are
used to investigate these parameters on single components and on space frames,
respectively. These preliminary investigations are necessary to understand the
implications of these modeling parameters and how to consider them in the full-building
models.
To maintain a holistic approach in the building model investigations, the response
of the building to the state-of-the-art collapse design load is considered at four different
failure locations. The failure locations are: the corner column at the lobby level, the
middle column on the short side of the building at the lobby level, the middle column on
the long side of the building at the lobby level, and the interior corner column at the top
parking level. At each location, several building model variations are considered to
investigate the impacts of the modeling parameters discussed above. The pedestrian load
case will be evaluated in models with a column removal location at the corner column on
the lobby level and the interior corner column at the second parking level. The behavior
of these models will be compared with the behavior of corresponding models subjection
to the United Facilities Criteria (UFC) design load combination.
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1.3 Scope and Limitations of Research
The study will be conducted in correspondence to the analysis and design
progressive collapse provisions of the Department of Defense (DOD) and General
Services Administration (GSA). The investigated structure is a 10-story, 152'-0″ × 192'0″ (46.3 m × 58.5 m) steel moment framed building with a composite concrete slab,
designed in compliance with the ASCE/SEI 7-10: Minimum Design Loads for Buildings
and other Structures and the AISC Steel Construction Manual, 14th Edition. The
building features 8 above grade office levels and 2 underground parking levels. It is
considered an Occupancy Category III structure because it is has more than 500
occupants and it has unrestricted public access to three floors.
The finite element software, Abaqus, was used to model this structure. The
collapse performance was analyzed with a Riks, “push down” procedure. Load vs.
deflection graphs were used to evaluate and compare the performance of the building
models. These plots present the load acting on the structure with respect to its load
definition and the corresponding structure deflection measured at the location of column
removal.
Three significant assumptions govern the focus of this study. The first
assumption is in regard to initiating local failure. Historically, progressive collapse events
are initiated by vehicle impact and/or explosion, compromising one or more critical
structural components. This study does not consider events causing local failure.
Structural components assumed to be subject to local failure are completely removed
from the model, as is conventional. Therefore, this study does not consider elements with
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partial sections or damaged resistive strength. Likewise, this study does not consider
flying or falling debris caused by extreme loading events.
The second assumption is that the building connections are not explicitly
modeled; rather, behavior at connections is defined with nodal degree-of-freedom
constraints. This is an acceptable for this study because it is assumed that the
connections are sufficiently stiffer than structural components, where plastic behavior is
of primary interest.
The third assumption regards material definition. The steel material definitions
incorporate nonlinear plastic response, however, although the concrete material definition
is linear-elastic and does not incorporate any cracking, crushing, or other material failure.

1.4 Objectives
This study has two objectives. The first objective was to investigate how three
modeling parameters: element type, element discretization, and load application impact
the collapse performance of the building models. These parameters were investigated in
response to local failure at four critical column locations.
In order to consider the effects of these modeling parameters on the building
model, several sub-assemblage models were investigated. These models were used to
anticipate which parameters will impact the building model performance and which
parameters can be dismissed. The cantilever beam models investigated the model
sensitivity to element discretization subjected to a single load. The fixed-fixed beam
models were investigated to consider the impacts of two different load applications
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(distributed or concentrated) on models of varying element discretization. The bay
models were used to investigate the performance of these modeling parameters in a 3D
model. Results from these models were incorporated into the building investigations.
The second objective was to compare the building performance subject to a
critical pedestrian load and to the state-of-the-art collapse design load. This comparison
provides a more comprehensive understanding of building response through the entire
collapse event history, as well as challenges the state-of-the art collapse design ideology.

1.5 Task List
The following major tasks must be completed:
1. Select/ design an appropriate building model.
2. Review current progressive collapse analysis procedures and design
guides.
3. Investigate occupant egress analysis.
4. Review Abaqus modeling capabilities.
5. Construct numerical models in Abaqus.
6. Investigate sub-assemblage models for preliminary study.
7. Investigate building models subject to collapse design loads.
8. Investigate building models subject to egress loads.
9. Present results and discussion.
10. Present conclusions and recommendations.
11. Cite specific future research.
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1.6 Organization of Thesis
This thesis is organized into six chapters:
Chapter 1: Introduction provides the reader with a background of the significance
of progressive collapse research, as well as the problem statement, scope and limitations,
objectives of this thesis, and the tasks necessary to complete it.
Chapter 2: Literature Review introduces the reader to the governing organizations
and structural design guidelines, collapse design approaches, modeling techniques,
occupant egress considerations and modern research development pertaining to
progressive collapse.
Chapter 3: Preliminary Investigations presents several preliminary investigations.
Two beam and two building bay models are used to investigate the modeling parameters
thought to be the most influential on building model behavior.
Chapter 4: Description of Studied Building and Numerical Modeling discusses
the building geometry, structural design, member selection, Abaqus model assembly and
numerical model variations.
Chapter 5: Building Model Investigations presents the building model
investigations and results.
Chapter 6: Conclusions presents conclusions with respect to the objectives of this
thesis and proposes areas of future research.

Chapter 2
Literature Review

2.1 Introduction
Historically, progress in collapse research has been largely stimulated by concerns
following terrorist or other extreme loading events. These tragic events display the
vulnerability of our structures and lead the general public, and the structural engineering
community, alike, to question the integrity of our structures. Originally, collapse
research focused on post-event solutions, but as interest progressed, research
considerations broadened. Research expanded to a variety of structural materials and
structural systems, as designers developed solutions for redundant structures, capable of
redistributing loads after the loss of a critical element or elements.
Several US federal agencies were at the forefront of these research developments.
The inherent interest of these organizations is two-fold: first, they have the responsibility
of maintaining public safety and national security, and secondly, their structures are
among the most targeted for terrorist attacks. As researchers shed light on collapse
behavior, these organizations developed economic design techniques to appropriately
design structures at variety of risk levels.
In order for these design techniques to be both safe and economical, analysis
procedure must be given careful consideration. Three analysis procedures are widely
accepted as satisfactory means to evaluate collapse behavior: linear-elastic, nonlinear
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static and nonlinear dynamic analysis. These analysis procedures increase with
sophistication and should be paired with respect to the risk level of the structure.
Because numerical models do not require the physical space, material costs, and
monitoring equipment required for experimental testing, it quickly developed into the
most economic method of evaluating large-scale dynamic structural behavior.
Although numerical modeling is a powerful tool, model validation is often a
concern because of limited experimental data. This is especially true of large structures
with nonlinear material and geometric behavior. Therefore, researchers must carefully
define their models after carefully investigating all of the model parameters.
This chapter will provide a detailed discussion of the fundamental topics
summarized above. First a background on previous studies will provide a state of the art
review of related research. Next, current code documents and guidelines will be
introduced with respect to the governing collapse organizations, occupancy categories
(risk levels), design approaches and basis for structural evaluation. And lastly, modeling
considerations, such as software selection, element selection, material and plasticity
definitions, boundary conditions, and analysis procedure selection will be detailed.

2.2 Background
As academic interest met the newfound capabilities of numerical modeling,
interest in collapse analysis shifted to plasticity modeling in steel, inertia effect
discrepancies in the analysis procedures, and capturing holistic 3-dimensional behavior.
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Arora et al. (1980) was the first to consider cost optimization in a 3D truss
structure subject to load bearing member removal. Arora concluded from the linearelastic analysis that structures optimized without consideration of component removal
failed catastrophically and that a different approach must be considered to design a
structure capable of redistributing the removed components loads.
Gross et al. (1983) was the first to evaluate steel moment frames. Gross evaluated
a 2D frame with lumped plasticity subject to two different loads cases, a column removal,
and an increased load to represent fallen debris. The increased load was applied to a
beam which was separated into several segments such that Gross could evaluate the
spread of plasticity at different degrees of strain hardening. It was concluded that
catenary action developed in the beam after the formation of plastic hinges at beam
endpoints and midspan.
Abedi et al. (1996) and Smith (1988) investigated disproportionate collapse
caused by dynamic snap through in 3D domed structures. Modeling inertia effects is the
fundamental difference between the nonlinear static and nonlinear dynamic analysis
procedures. Karnkulck et al. (2004) and Ruth et al. (2006) used 2D and 3D steel framed
structures to compare the application of these two analysis procedures. Ruth concluded
that a dynamic increase factor (DIF) equal to 1.5, should be applied to the loads in the
nonlinear static procedure to ensure conservative results.
Khandelwal (2008) evaluated progressive collapse performance of seismically
designed steel framed building systems using multi-scale computational models. The
investigation used a push-down method to investigate collapse modes, failure loads, and
robustness of seismically design frames. The study incorporated a newly proposed micro-
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mechanical constitutive model to represent ductile fracture of steels. Several subassemblages were modeled and experimentally verified to validate structural scale
modeling. The research primarily focused on in-plane collapse response. The
investigation showed that systems designed for high seismic risk are less vulnerable to
gravity-induced progressive collapse.
Lee et al. (2008) and Izzuddin (2008) developed a simplified nonlinear static
framework based on energy methods to compare with the performance of dynamic
response. Lee et al. (2008) investigated the load-resisting mechanism in a columnremoved double-span beam in a nonlinear and material parametric finite element
analysis. The relationship between the gravity loading and the maximum dynamic chord
rotation or the concept of collapse spectrum was also established for a quick assessment
of the maximum deformation demands. Izzuddin (2008) proposes a novel simplified
framework for progressive collapse assessment of multi-storey buildings considering
sudden column loss. The proposed framework offers a practical means for assessing
structural robustness at various levels of structural idealization, and importantly it takes
the debate on the factors including robustness away from generalities towards the
quantifiable.
Kwasniewski (2009) investigates an 8-story steel framed structure using nonlinear
dynamic finite element simulations. The paper focuses on model development for global
models subject to increasing vertical loading a notional column removal. Taking
advantage of parallel processing on multiprocessor computers, a detailed 3D model with
large number of finite elements has been developed for the entire structure. The models
include a orthotropic slab with composite multi-layer spread material definition.
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Fu (2009) investigates a 20-storey 3D finite element model in Abaqus considering
nonlinear material and nonlinear geometry throughout the whole building. The impacts
of lateral bracing system on tall building collapse behavior was considered for the
dynamic response of the column removal as well as a following push-down analysis. An
experimentally developed constitutive model was used to define material nonlinearity in
the models.

2.3 Designing for Progressive Collapse

2.3.1 Organizations and Guidelines Pertaining to Progressive Collapse
The Department of Defense (DOD), the General Service Administration (GSA),
and the National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST) are the leading agencies
promoting progressive collapse research and each has published analysis and design
guides. The majority of the state-of-the-art progressive collapse literature has been
greatly influenced by Progressive Collapse Analysis and Design Guidelines for New
Federal Office Buildings and Major Modernization Projects, (GSA, 2003). This was the
first comprehensive progressive collapse analysis and design document published after
the attack on the World Trade Centers. In January, 2005, the DOD published the United
Facilities Criteria (UFC) 04-023-03: Design of Buildings to Resist Progressive Collapse,
a document that expanded upon the GSA design criteria. In February 2007, NIST
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published NISTIR 7396: Best Practices for Reducing Progressive Collapse in Buildings,
written as guide for the practicing engineer.
The primary reference for this study will be UFC 04-023-03 (DOD, 2009)
because it is most current, incorporates the requirements of the GSA document, and it is
intended to be referenced as design code, as opposed to the NIST’s Best Practices
document.
All UFC documents are subject to frequent revision. The following significant
changes to the UFC 04-023-03 (2005) are reflected in the (2009) publication:
•

Replacement of levels of protection with occupancy categories, to
determine the required level of progressive collapse.

•

Removal of the floor upward loads and double column height
requirements;

•

Revision of the Tie Force method, including force magnitudes and
locations of Tie Forces;

•

Adoption of modeling parameters and acceptance criteria from ASCE/SEI
41-06 Seismic Rehabilitation of Existing Buildings;

•

Implementation of the “m-factor” approach for Linear Static analysis;

•

Inclusion of Load Increase Factors for Linear Static models and Dynamic
Increase Factors for Nonlinear Static models;

•

Removal of requirement to perform peer reviews of Alternate Path
designs;

•

Clarification of size and location of load-bearing wall removal;
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•

Replacement of the Additional Ductility Requirements with Enhanced
Local Resistance.

2.3.2 Introduction to Design Approaches
Design approaches for progressive collapse are generally discussed as either
direct or indirect. Direct design methods are those that explicitly consider increasing
progressive collapse resistance to particular threats. Indirect design methods refer to less
specific techniques, which enhance building performance in the general sense, through
provisions of enhancing strength, continuity and ductility. Methods to gather intelligence
or to mitigate potential threats, via increased offset distances, etc… are also considered
indirect design methods. Indirect design techniques are often satisfactory for buildings
subject to low progressive collapse risk, whereas, direct design techniques must be
implemented for structures subjected to higher risk.
This section will focus on three design approaches: 1) the Tie Force (TF) method,
2) the Alternate Path method (AP) and 3) the Enhanced Local Resistance (ELR) method,
also known as the Specific Load Resistance method. These techniques demonstrate the
state of the art design methodology for collapse resistance. They are used individually or
in combination based on the risk associated with a particular structure. Section 2.3.4,
Basis for Structural Evaluation, outlines which methods are implemented to design based
on OC.
UFC-04-023-03 defines these methods as follows:
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•

The Tie Force method (TF) is specified to enhance continuity, ductility
and structural redundancy by specifying minimum tensile forces that
must be used to tie the structure together. The TF method is an
indirect design method, as it does not pertain to any specific threat.

•

The Alternate Path (AP) method requires that the structure be capable
of bridging over a missing element. This is a direct design method.

•

The Enhanced Local Resistance (ELR) method insures that the
building or parts of the building provides sufficient strength to resist a
specific load or threat. This is also a direct design method.

Tie Force Method
The TF method enhances continuity, ductility and the development of alternate
load paths by mechanically tying the building together. The TF method uses longitudinal
and transverse ties across the floors of the building, as well as peripheral ties around the
perimeter of the building, and vertical ties to support vertical load bearing elements. The
ties are typically carried by the floor and roof systems, unless it is shown that structural
members, (beams, girders, spandrels) and their connections are capable of carrying them
while undergoing rotations of .2 rad or 11.3 degrees. The TF method is not implemented
in this study and will not be discussed further. Please see Section 3.1 of the UFC 04-02303 for more information about the TF method.
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Alternate Path Method
The AP method enhances building redundancy by designing the structure to
withstand the removal of columns, load-bearing walls, and beams supporting columns or
walls. UFC 04-023-03 specifies particular areas of removal location, included in Tables
2-1 and 2-2 below, but urges designers to use engineering judgment for the consideration
of other critical locations, such as: near abrupt bay size changes, re-entrant corners, or at
locations where adjacent structural elements are sized for light loads.
In plan, exterior columns and bearing walls located at the corner, the middle of short-side
short-side of the building, and middle of the long-side of the building should be
considered at the following elevations: ground story, story at building mid-height, stories
above column splices and story supporting the roof. These removal locations are
summarized in
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Table 2-1.
Interior columns and bearing walls must be removed for structures with parking
or uncontrolled building access. In plan, these removal locations are at the corner, the
middle of the short-side and the middle of the long-side of the uncontrolled space. The
interior removal locations should only be considered at stories with parking and/or
uncontrolled access. These removal locations are summarized in Table 2-2.
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Table 2-1 Exterior Load Bearing Element Removal Locations
Exterior Load Bearing Element Removal Locations
Plan

Elevation

Middle Column on
Long Side
• First Story
Above Grade

Middle Column on
Short Side
• First Story Above
Grade

Corner Column

• Mid-Story of
Building

• Mid-Story of
Building

•

Mid-Story of
Building

• Story Above
Column Splice

• Story Above
Column Splice

•

Story Above
Column Splice

• Story Below
Roof

• Story Below
Roof

•

Story Below
Roof

•

First Story
Above Grade

Table 2-2 Interior Load Bearing Element Removal Locations
Interior Load Bearing Element Removal Locations
Plan
Elevation

Middle Column on
Middle Column on
Long Side
Short Side
• All Stories With • All Stories With
Parking or
Parking or
Uncontrolled
Uncontrolled
Access
Access

Corner Column
•

All Stories With
Parking or
Uncontrolled
Access

While these tables were included for completeness, this study only focuses on
four column removal locations. These removal columns include three exterior removal
locations at the ground level story, the corner column, the short-side middle column, and
the long-side middle column and one interior column, the corner column on the second
parking level.
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Enhanced Local Resistance (ELR)
ELR is used in conjunction with the TR method for OC II structures and the AP
method for OC III and OC IV structures. ELR enhances the robustness of critical
structural elements to particular threats. The ELR method requires that the shear
resistance of the critical member is greater than its flexural resistance. This will ensure a
flexural failure, which will be more ductile than a shear failure.
UFC 04-023-03 outlines that the ELR method as it pertains to the OCII, OCIII
and OCIV methods. For OC II and OC III, the shear resistance provided by the ELR in
critical members must exceed the shear strength associated its ‘baseline flexural
resistance’. The ‘baseline flexural resistance’, as defined by UFC 04-023-03, is the
flexural failing load when the critical member is subjected to a distributed uniform load.
The ELR analysis should consider the axial and other additional loads acting on the
critical member. The maximum flexural and shear values taken from this analysis should
not exceed the results of a critical only subjected to a uniformly distributed flexural
failing load. The ELR analysis should consider material over strength factors, but not
strength resistance factors. The ‘baseline flexural resistance’ should be evaluated in the
direction perpendicular to the façade for all columns subject to ELR. Corner columns or
re-reentrant corner columns are subject to ELR requirements in both directions.
For OC IV structures, the shear strength required has to be larger than that
associated with the ‘enhanced flexural resistance’. The ‘enhanced load resistance’ should
be taken as the larger of a) the failing flexural resistance acting on critical member
designed in accordance to the AP method when subjected to all loads and b) double the
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flexural resistance acting on the critical member designed in accordance to the AP
method when subjected to only gravity loads. Use the ‘enhanced flexural resistance’ load
to re-size the critical member and revaluate a) its failing flexural resistance when
subjected to all loads and b) double its failing flexural resistance when subject only to
gravity loads.

2.3.3 Occupancy Categories and Design Method Specification
The UFC 04-023-03 recommends design procedures that appropriately reflect the
risk level of a structure. The risk level of a structure is quantified by its occupancy
category (OC), outlined in Table 2-1 of the UFC 04-023-03. The OC is not merely a
function of the number of occupants, but also their demography, including their age and
health, as well as the general criticality of the building’s performance, such as, whether it
stores equipment required for emergency response or contains hazardous material. The
UFC OC I, OC II and OC III categories mimic the International Building Council (IBC)
criteria, however the UFC OC IV groups the IBC OC IV and OC V categories together.
As expected, design robustness increase with the OCs. The design procedures,
TF, AP, and ELR discussed below are explained in detail in the above section, Section
2.3.2. UFC 04-023-03 does not specify collapse-resistant design requirements for OC I
structures. For OC II structures, two design options are specified. The first OC II option
requires both the TF method, which implements the use of ties throughout the building,
and the ELR method at first story corner and penultimate columns and walls. The second
OC II option requires the AP method, considered at locations specified in Tables 2-1 and
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2-2. For OC III structures, the ELR method must be considered at all first story perimeter
columns and walls in addition to the AP method considered at locations specified in
Tables 2-1 and 2-2 and for OC IV structures, the ELR method must be considered at all
first and second story perimeter columns and walls in addition to the AP method
considered at locations specified in Table 2-2.

2.3.4 Basis for Structural Evaluation
Three analysis techniques are commonly used for structural modeling: Linear
Static (LS) analysis, Nonlinear Static (NS) analysis and Nonlinear Dynamic (ND)
analysis. These procedures, which are listed in order of sophistication, can be used to
model material and structure behavior with the detail and accuracy that is necessary for a
particular risk level. LS analysis assumes linear-elastic behavior. The NS procedure
applies static loads, but includes material and geometric nonlinearities in the analysis.
The ND is a time-dependent analysis that directly accounts for inertia effects due to
column removal. The procedures, as they are presented in UFC 04-023-03, and as they
are discussed here, have been adopted from ASCE/SEI 4-06: Seismic Rehabilitation of
Existing Buildings (ASCE/SEI 41-06) and revised for progressive collapse analysis
considerations. The NS and ND analysis procedures are discussed in further detail
below. The LS procedure is primarily used for structures with minimal progressive
collapse risk, which is not a focus of this study.
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Nonlinear Static Procedure
The structural response to a dynamic load is more demanding than the response to
a static load of comparable magnitude. Thus, a dynamic increase factor (DIF) is used in
the NS procedure to adjust static load combinations. The DIF is only applied to the bays
adjacent to the removed element and to similar bays on all above floors. The DIF is not
applied to bays away from the removed element. Figure 2-1 illustrates which bays are
subject to the DIF. This figure is based on information from Figure 3-13 from UFC 04023-03.

Figure 2-1: Bay locations subject to DIF for NS analysis
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NOTE: Bay locations subject to DIF for NS analysis have been depicted for both
an exterior column removal and an interior column removal.
Table 3-5 of UFC 04-023-03 provides equation for DIF, ΩN, based on
material type. For steel framed structures, ΩN, is a function of the plastic rotation angle
(θpra) and the yield rotation angle (θy):
ΩN = 1.08 + 0.76/(θpra/θy + 0.83).

(2-1)

The effective DIF used for analysis is the most critical value taken with
respect to all of the structural components in the area in the increase, shown above in
Figure 2-1, with respect to the column removal location. The DIF is indirectly
proportional to θpra/θy; as θpra/θy decreases, the DIF increases. Therefore, the member
with smallest θpra/θy will govern the ΩN for the area subjected to the DIF. The DIF,
therefore, will change with respect to the column removal location. Columns are omitted
from finding ΩN.
UFC 04-023-03 specifies two separate load equations, one for gravity loads
and a second for lateral loads. In addition to the gravity load equation, the lateral loads
are to be applied at each floor to account for notional loads equal to 1/500 the gravity
loads acting on that floor. For completeness, the UFC suggests considering the notional
loads in all 4 directions when considering a column removal. The notional loads are not
considered in this study, therefore only the gravity loads are discussed.

Gravity Loads for Bays Adjacent to the Removed Column or Wall:
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GN = ΩN [(.9 or 1.2)D + (.5L or .2S)]
where,

(2-2)

ΩN

= 1.08 + 0.76/(Θpra/θy + 0.83)

D

= Dead load increased façade loads

L

= Live load including live load reduction per
ASCE/SEI 7-10

S

= Snow load

Gravity Loads for Bays Away From the Removed Column or Wall:

G = (9 or 1.2)D + (.5L or .2S)
where,

(2-3)

D, L, and S are defined as above

Nonlinear Dynamic Procedure
The ND account for inertia effects and therefore does not require an increase
factor. The gravity load combination is the same throughout the building, regardless of
the column removal location.
Gravity Load Combination:
GND = [(.9 or 1.2)D + (.5L or .2S)]
where,

GND

= Gravity loads for Nonlinear Dynamic Analysis

D

= Dead load including façade loads

L

= Live load including live load reduction per
ASCE/SEI 7-10

(2-4)
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S

= Snow load

UFC Modeling Requirements
• Three-dimensional models should be used for the NS and ND analysis procedures,
2D models are not permitted.
• Models should be created following the stiffness requirements of ASCE/SEI 41-06
Chapter 5, which is specific to steel design.
• Locations of inelastic action should be located by discretizing the load-deflection
response of each component along its length.
• The force-displacement behavior of all components shall be explicitly modeled,
including strength degradation and residual strength, if any.
• Connections must be modeled if considered to be weaker than the members framing
into them.
• The appropriate strength reduction factors should be applied to models.

2.4 Numerical Modeling Considerations

2.4.1 Analysis Software Selection
The general purpose finite element software, Abaqus, was selected to model and
analyze all of the models in this study because of its wide range of capabilities, and
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computational sophistication. Abaqus allows its modelers to have full control over model
geometry, element behavior, material definition, analysis procedure, and data requests.

2.4.2 Element Selection
This building is composed of two different structural features, the steel momentframe and the composite concrete slab. These features must be modeled with separate
element and material assignments to appropriately capture the building behavior. For all
models in the study, the concrete slab is modeled with the S4R shell element. However,
Abaqus literature suggested that two different elements were capable of modeling the
structure’s steel frame. The performance of two elements, Frame3D and B33 elements,
are compared throughout the study to understand how their differences impact the
structure’s performance.
The following sections discuss the S4R, Frame3D and B33 separately. Their
differences are highlighted with respect to their section profile assignment, material
definition, and available element output requests.

2.4.2.1 S4R
The concrete slab is modeled with the S4R element, a 4-node, quadrilateral,
stress/displacement shell element with reduced integration and a large-strain formulation
(Abaqus Reference 26.6.2). The S4R element is a double curvature element, with
hourglass control and finite strains across its membrane.
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The S4R element is a conventional shell element, as opposed to a continuum shell
element, the geometry of conventional shell elements is specified along a reference
surface and its thickness is assigned as part of section input. Displacements and rotations
can be found at the nodes of conventional shell elements. Continuum elements require
full 3-D geometry definitions, such that its nodes define its thickness. Displacements, but
not rotations, are available at the nodes of continuum nodes.
The *SHELL SECTION keyword is used to assign the sections thickness and
material type to the S4R element. The *MATERIAL keyword is used to define concrete
by specifying its: density, Poison’s ratio and Young’s modulus. In this study, the
concrete behavior is assumed to be linear-elastic, therefore plastic behavior is not
defined.
A wide range of element output requests are available for shell elements. These
requests can be made in terms of section forces and moments or stresses and strains for
elastic and plastic behavior. Output can be requested at any of the shell’s integration
points, although the default is at the top and bottom surfaces.

2.4.2.2 Frame3D
Frame3D is a 2-node, initially straight, slender beam element intended for the use
of elastic, or elastic-plastic analysis of frame-like structures. The Frame3D element has
lumped mass at its ends. This formulates a diagonal mass matrix, with only 2 non-zero
terms. The diagonal mass matrix allows rotational degrees-of-freedom to be eliminated
from the equations of motion, via static condensation (Chopra, 2007). This results in
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efficient analysis computations, although accuracy is sacrificed by not accounting for
rotational inertia at the nodes (Chopra, 2007). The Frame3D can also incorporate
“lumped” plasticity at its ends to model the formation of plastic hinges. Whether or not
plastic behavior is included in the analysis, the interior of the Frame3D element behaves
linear-elastically.
Frame3D section properties and material behavior are defined together with the
*FRAME SECTION keyword. *FRAME SECTION input includes section density,
Young’s modulus, shear modulus of elasticity, and cross-section shape. Abaqus uses
these parameters to find section property calculations. These calculations are performed
in the beginning of the analysis and remain constant. Defining material plasticity is
discussed in the following sections.
Forces and moments, as well as elastic strains and curvatures, can be requested as
output at Frame3D element ends and midpoints. Plastic displacements and rotations can
be requested as output only at element ends.

2.4.2.3 B33
The B33 element is a 2-node, cubic, “Euler- Bernoulli” beam element. B33 does
not allow for transverse shear deformation and behaves under the assumption that plane
sections remain plane and normal to the beams axis. For these reasons, B33 should only
be used for slender applications, where shear flexibility is negligible. Also, B33 elements
can incorporate a constant area reduction when nonlinear geometry is considered in the
analysis. Besides those listed above, the B33 and Frame3D elements have two
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fundamental differences a) the B33 can develop plastic behavior anywhere along its
length and b) the B33 element forms a consistent mass matrix, characterized by uniform
mass distribution.
Two different assignments can be used to define B33 section profiles, *BEAM
SECTION and *BEAM GENERAL SECTION. *BEAM SECTION is used when
numerical integration over the section is required during the analysis. Section integration
evaluates material behavior independently at different points throughout the section.
Abaqus recommends using section integration when section nonlinearity is caused
exclusively by material response (as opposed to a geometric response). *BEAM
SECTION requires a separate *MATERIAL definition assignment.
Abaqus suggests that nonlinear response is not strictly due to material behavior,
*BEAM GENERAL SECTION should be used. Similar to the *FRAME SECTION
keyword, *BEAM GENERAL SECTION incorporates material definition, and thus a
separate *MATERIAL definition assignment is not required. When *BEAM GENERAL
SECTION profile assignment is used, section properties are calculated at the beginning
of analysis and remains constant and numerical integration through the section is not
performed.
Element output requests for beam elements can be made in terms of section forces
and moments or stresses and strains for elastic and plastic behavior.
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2.4.3 Plasticity Definition
Plastic behavior in the steel frame, but not the concrete slab, is of interest for this
study. Therefore material plasticity definition will be considered with respect to the
Frame3D and B33 section assignments.
Above, three different section assignment keywords were introduced, above:
*FRAME SECTION, *BEAM SECTION, and *BEAM GENERAL SECTION. Plasticity
definitions are incorporated into each of these section assignments differently. The
plastic definition, with consideration of structure geometry and the location of plastic
behavior for each of these profile assignments are discussed below.

2.4.3.1 Plasticity Modeling for FRAME3D
The *FRAME SECTION keyword allows for plasticity definitions corresponding
to behavior in the axial (N), major axis bending (M1), minor axis bending (M2) and
torque (T) directions. Abaqus plastic defaults or user-defined plasticity can be assigned
to any or all of these actions. If Abaqus defaults are to be used, the material yield stress
must be provided in the *FRAME SECTION definition, in addition to density, Young’s
modulus, and shear modulus of elasticity.
The Abaqus default plastic response incorporates a kinematic hardening model.
This curve is interpolated from three data points developed from the yield stress and the
cross-section shape. Table 2-3 provides the default plasticity definitions for each
member action: N, M1, M2, and T. Fo is the force or moment causing first fiber yield
with respect to the corresponding member action. The cross-section shape coefficients,
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a1, a2, and a3 can be found in Table 2-4. Figure 2-2 shows an example of these three data
points and their corresponding kinematic hardening curve.

Table 2-3 Abaqus Table 26.4.2-1: Default values for generalized forces and
connecting slopes for corresponding plastic variables

Table 2-4 Abaqus Table 26.4.2-1: Coefficients a1, a2, and a3
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Figure 2-2: Interpolated Abaqus Kinematic Hardening Curve Based on Default
Plastic Data Points (Abaqus Figure 26.4.2.-2)

Frame3D elements are intended to be used as single elements spanning between
structural joints. The kinematic hardening models discussed above are defined by force displacement curves with respect to the length of the element. Therefore, plastic hinge
behavior are defined with the assumption that it a) pertains to the length of a structural
member, not a portion of a member and b) that it is located at a structural connection.
Although the definition of the plastic behavior is dependent on the element length,
the plastic hinges themselves are assigned to element ends without a finite length. In
reality, plastic hinge length and response is dependent on both member (not element)
length and load application. Therefore, the “lumped” hinge approximation may or may
not be a reasonable assumption, depending on load assignment. This is significant,
because while hinge length does not impact the ultimate load of the structure, it does
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affect the rate of hardening and thus, the magnitude plastic deformations. Also, the hinge
cross-section is assumed to be an ellipsoidal plastic interaction surface, corresponding to
a pipe section, regardless of the Frame3D section assignment. Abaqus warns that other
section profiles should be used with discretion.
Therefore, it is expected that element lengths, mesh geometry, and load
applications will all effect plastic behavior in the Frame3D elements. While calibration is
difficult for this assessment, the component models investigated in Chapter 3 will be used
to evaluate load application impact of Frame3D plastic behavior. Models of different
element lengths and mesh geometry will be used throughout the study to better
understand the Abaqus default material definition and its application to collapse loading.

2.4.3.2 Plasticity Modeling for B33
B33 material assignment differs depending on which of the two possible profile
assignments are used. The *BEAM SECTION profile assignment requires reference to a
separate *MATERIAL definition, whereas, the *BEAM GENERAL SECTION profile
assignment incorporates material parameters in its definition, and does not require a
separate *MATERIAL definition, similar to *FRAME SECTION definition used with
the Frame3D element.
In conjunction with the *BEAM SECTION profile assignment, the *MATERIAL
assignment defines: density, poison’s ratio, modulus of elastic, and yield stress. These
parameters are used to numerically integrate the nonlinear material response throughout
the section during the analysis. Several plasticity models are available through the
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*PLASTIC definition used in conjunction with *MATERIAL. Although, evaluating the
responses of the different plasticity models use with *BEAM SECTION is not within the
scope of this study, therefore all B33 elements evaluated with the *BEAM SECTION
profile assignment incorporate the Abaqus default isotropic-hardening model.
*BEAM GENERAL SECTION requires density, Young’s modulus, and shear
modulus of elasticity material parameters in its definition. Unlike the *FRAME
SECTION profile assignment, plastic defaults cannot be generated in correspondence
with the *BEAM GENERAL SECTION profile assignment.
Nonlinear behavior can be incorporated by defining the cross-section area,
moment of inertia for bending about 1-axis, moment of inertia for cross bending, moment
of inertia for bending about the 2- axis and torsional constant, as well as user-defined
plasticity behavior definitions for each of the corresponding force-actions, N, M1, M2,
and T. In order to compare the response plasticity of B33 to Frame3D elements, the userdefinitions for N, M1, M2, and T for the *BEAM GENERAL SECTION were assigned
based on the expressions defined in Table 2-3.

2.4.4 Surface Contact and Multi-Point Constraints
Although Abaqus allows for linear, quadratic, or other user-defined relationships
between these components only constant contact relationships were defined in the study’s
models. This relationship is required to model steel frame connections, as well as
composite behavior between the steel frame and the concrete slab. This can be
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accomplished two different ways, either through surface contact or through multi-point
constraints (MPC).

2.4.4.1 Surface Contact
Two types of surfaces are possible in Abaqus, element-based surfaces and nodebased surfaces. Contact can be defined between two element-based surfaces or between
an element-based surface and node - based surface. Unfortunately, element-based
surfaces cannot be assigned to Frame or Beam type elements, although they can be
defined for shell elements. Therefore, for the models in the study, only element-surface
to node surface contact is possible. In this relationship, the element-based surface must
be the master surface, and the node-based surface, the slave surface.
Originally, the surface based contact method was preferred to the MPC method
because allowed the frame’s node-based surface to contact the slab’s element based
surface regardless of shell node locations. Therefore, the mesh densities of the steel
frame and the concrete slab did not have to be correlated. Unfortunately, models
implementing this type of contact constraint had convergence difficulties. These
convergence difficulties are believed to be the results of two concerns: the master-slave
assignment, and the penetration of the Frame3D internally generated third node.
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2.4.4.2 Multi-Point Constraints
Multi-point constraints allow for direct constraint assignments between nodes. A
number of MPC types can be used to distinctly control the behavior of one or more slave
nodes with respect to a master node. Three MPC types are implemented in the models
throughout the study: the Tie-MPC, the Beam-MPC and Pin-MPC. The Tie-MPC
constraints all slave node’s degrees-of-freedom (DOF) to the master node’s DOF, such
that every translation and rotation is identical. The Tie-MPC should be used when the
master and slave node are at the same location. If the same constraint is desired for nodes
in different locations, the Beam MPC should be used. The Beam-MPC constraints the
slave node’s DOF to the master node’s DOF, as if they were connected by a rigid link.
The Pin-MPC only constraints the slave node’s translational DOF to the corresponding
master node’s DOF. When the Pin-MPC is used, the rotational DOF of the master and
slave node(s) act independently from one another. See Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-4 to see
illustrations of the Beam-MPC and the Pin-MPC, respectively. (The Pin-MPC is not
shown because of its similarity to the Beam-MPC).
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Figure 2-3: Abaqus Figure 31.2.2-7: Beam-MPC

Figure 2-4: Abaqus Figure 31.2.2-12: Pin-MPC
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2.4.5 Analysis Procedure Selection

2.4.5.1 Static vs. Dynamic Analysis
Static analysis is typically performed in loading applications where inertia or
damping effects are not of interest during the analysis and/or do not have a significant
impact on the final equilibrium state. Dynamic, or time-history analysis, considers the
effects of the structural time-dependent response with respect to the loading during
analysis. Although progressive collapse is a highly dynamic event, a static procedure,
Riks, was selected as the analysis procedure for this study. This analysis procedure will
be discussed in detail in the following section. But first, the difficulties of using a
dynamic analysis procedure are discussed.
As discussed above, the Frame3D element lumps its mass at its ends. It is
specified in UFC 04-023-03 (DOD, 2009) that lumped mass approximations should not
be used, because the poor approximation of the member’s mass distribution leads to
inaccurate inertia effects during dynamic analysis. Another significant concern is that
damping cannot be assigned through the *FRAME SECTION profile assignment.
Damping must be specified though a *MATERIAL definition. In order to overcome this,
point masses could be assigned to the ends of the Frame3D elements, which would have
be assigned a negligible density. Damping could be assigned to the point masses, but not
to the Frame3D members. Although, if this technique were used to apply damping, the
mass distribution/ inertia considers would still remain.
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2.4.5.2 The Static, Riks Procedure
The static, riks procedure was selected as the analysis procedure because the
modified Riks method can account for structural instabilities where the load-displacement
response shows a negative stiffness. Therefore, this analysis procedure is capable of
capturing post-buckling or collapse response, where strain energy release is necessary to
reach equilibrium. In the modified Riks procedure, unlike other nonlinear analysis
procedures, load and displacement are both solution variables. Because the both load and
displacement variables can increase or decrease to find equilibrium, another variable,
arclength, is used to monocronically control the solution. Abaqus describes the arclength
variable as the distance along the equilibrium solution path in load-displacement space.
This measure is used to control the automatic time incrementation algorithm and is not of
physical interest.
Several increments are used within a step to capture equilibrium throughout the
history of the analysis. The number of increments is dependent on the response of the
model, as well as the interest of the user. The static, riks procedure reports load at each
equilibrium point as a load proportionality factor (LPF). The LPF can be related to the
total load acting on the structure through the following equation: Ptotal = Po + LPF(Pref –
Po). In this equation, Ptotal is the total load acting on the structure, Po is the sum of the
loads applied in the previous load steps and Pref is the reference load, which is assigned
during the static, riks step definition.
In addition to Pref , the user must also define the arclength, the initial arc length
increment, minimum and maximum allowable arc length increment and the maximum
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number of equilibrium solutions. The Abaqus default static, riks values were used for all
of the models in this study, with the exception of one investigation, discussed in Section
5.2. Model performance is very sensitive to the initial, minimum, and maximum
arclength increments, as well as equilibrium convergence and tolerance parameters.
Altering these controls impacts the frequency and location of equilibrium solutions along
the load-deflection path and is only recommended for advanced users. It was intended
that all model investigation consider the Abaqus default values for the static, riks
parameters to ensure analysis consistency, as altering the analysis parameters to enhance
all investigation models in not within the scope of this study.
A static, riks load step continues until the arclength increment decreases below
the minimum value specified, a specified maximum LPF value has been exceeded, a
specified nodal DOF value has been exceeded at a monitored node, or equilibrium
solution have been found for a the maximum number of increments.

2.5 Occupant Egress Considerations
Despite recent increase in modeling fidelity and interest in developing
‘performance based’ design, the consideration of pedestrian loads on structures during
extreme loading events is rarely considered. Occupant egress research historically has
been of interest to organizations concerned with fire life safety. While fire may or may
not be present during a collapse event, the premise on of the egress research conducted in
this community is widely applicable to all emergency egress scenarios. These
organizations, such as the Society of Fire Protection Engineers (SFPE, 2008), are
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typically concerned with the parameters that impact the overall evacuation time. These
parameters are often discussed with respect to flow, speed, density, and capacity, similar
to the concepts and terminology used in transportation research and highway design.
There are several quantitative methods used to predict occupancy egress,
although, researchers caution that results may lead to unrealistic overall evacuation time.
Modern research considers two phases to egress: the time to initiate evacuation and the
movement stage. Previous design methods, such as the ‘hydraulic model’, which
considers liquid flow or ball bearing analysis, only consider the latter (SFPE, 2008).
Inaccuracies in methods stem from assumptions based on human behavior, which is
difficult to predict. Studies of real evacuation events show that occupants take time to
investigate initial alarms, attempt to assist others, locate family members, and select
egress routes based on familiarity (SFPE, 2008). Egress research is now attempting to
quantify time delay response as well as other performance considerations, such as: the
impacts of handicap occupants, implementing the use of elevators, egress response to
controlled evacuation, and occupant movement through smoke (SFPE, 2008).
In order to accurately model the pedestrian egress in a building, a userequilibrium route choice network has been analyzed to realistically establish travel times,
capacity limitation, and queuing. The origin – destination network was assembled in the
highway software XXE (Mannering, 2008). Design assumptions with respect to location,
number, and size of stairwells was made in accordance with International Building Code
(IBC) Chapter 10 design requirements for emergency egress, which discusses: the
furthest unobstructed distance to an exit, the number of exits per story, and the minimum
egress width. The initial concept was that the weight and density of occupants in these
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queues would determine live loads that will change throughout the time-history of the
evacuation. These loads would be applied to the structure in Abaqus to investigate
critical loading at the structural component level with respect to a time-history response
of occupant evacuation.
In reality, each user has a unique origin and destination. In this model, user
origins are clustered into nodes to establish a origin – destination nodes network where
users can travel between nodes. The method in which users select routes within the
network is based on the theory of user-equilibrium. The theory of user-equilibrium is
founding on two critical assumptions: 1) users know the travel time associated with
different paths and 2) users select paths to minimize individual travel time (not the
overall network time). The links of the origin-destination network is comprised of flowcapacity relationships, which serve as the basis for user route choice decisions. These
relationships are defined with a Highway Performance Function (HPF-BPR) modified to
represent pedestrian egress. This performance function relates the total time of an origindestination route to the pedestrian free flow travel time, flow rate, capacity and network
performance constants. The solution to this network is found when all origin-destination
routes have the same travel time and users cannot switch paths without increasing
individual travel time. The alternative approach is to adopt a system optimal method for
optimizing total system egress time. In either case, peak loading effects need to be
considered.
For example, let αi be a peak-loading factor in the interval [0,1] such that, it can
be used to represent fractions of hourly departure load in predefined intervals ti. ti can be
discretized as 15-minute regularly spaced, contiguous intervals, or irregularly spaced but
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contiguous intervals. Regardless, if in general, ti is such that the interval of simulation
results in max(𝑣!! ), then, 𝑣!!! represents the equivalent hourly load due to peak pedestrian
traffic. The relationship between max(𝑣!! ) and 𝑣!!! is straightforward. If for example, it is
assumed that 𝛼!! represents a series of hourly load fractions such that k represents the
number of intervals, and 𝑣!! is the highest fraction loading on to the network, then 𝑣!!! =
max(𝑣!! ), and the equivalent hourly load for max loading will be 𝑣 ! ×𝑘 = max (𝑣!! )×
𝛼! ×𝑘.
Example 1: If k = 4, and αi = {0.5,0.167,0.167,0.166}, and vh = 100 peds/hour
(total demand) then, 𝑣!!! = {50,16.7,16.7,16.6}; 𝑣!!! = max(𝑣!! ) = 50; and the equivalent
hourly load for max loading will be max 𝑣!! ×𝑘 = 50×4 = 200. The assumption is
that each of the four intervals is 15 minutes long. If the intervals are of irregular sizes,
then the formula should pick the interval that factors up to the largest equivalent hourly
load.
While a building network of pedestrian egress was modeled, results from the
simulation were not used to apply loads in the building model investigations. This
decision was made as the result of two difficulties. The first is that the pedestrian
simulations yielded unrealistic results with respect to travel time and pedestrian queuing
and the second is that load definition assignment in the Abaqus numerical building
models proved to be too course to accurately represent specific pedestrian egress paths.
The simulation inaccuracies are thought to be the result of two critical
assumptions with respect to the origin-destination network. The first is that pedestrian
performance functions are not as precisely refined as highway performance functions;
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modified highway function coefficients implemented in pedestrian performance functions
may lead to unrealistic results. The second is that the basis of the theory of user
equilibrium is that users execute the shortest egress route, but studies show this is not a
realistic assumption for users during emergency egress. With respect to numerical model
load application, a much finer mesh must be implemented to effectively incorporate a
time-dependent pedestrian load with distinct egress routes.
Occupant egress is of interest in this study as a critical load condition; therefore,
critical occupant density during evacuation is of greater interest than total evacuation
time or critical egress flow. Fruin’s “levels of service” (SFPE, 2008) is a much used
basis for selecting appropriate pedestrian values for walkways, stairwells, and queuing to
be used in dynamic exit calculations. With consideration of Fruin’s work, SFPE (2008)
recommends the following density ranges to be used for emergency movement and
limited space situations: in walkways, 25 to 5 ft2/ occupant (2.3 to 0.5 m2/ occupant) and
in stairwells, 10 to 4 ft2/ occupant (0.9 to 0.4 m2/ occupant). For relativity, critical
pedestrian density, which leaves no space between people, is defined as approximately
1.5 ft2/ occupant (0.14 m2/ occupant). In this scenario, shockwaves causing individuals to
move involuntarily as much as 10 ft (3 m) laterally can be observed (SFPE, 2008).
For this study, the occupant densities are considered with respect to occupant
weight to develop pedestrian load acting on a structure. An occupant weight of 200 lb
will be used for this study, based on the Center of Disease Control and Prevention 2008
report, which published an average male body weight of 195.4 lb. Further discussion of
pedestrian load application is presented in Chapter 5.

Chapter 3
Preliminary Investigations

3.1 Introduction
The overall objective of the study is to evaluate the collapse performance of a
damaged building subject to occupant evacuation load. The building models are
expected to undergo large deflections and behavior dependent on plastic material
definition, formation and location. As discussed in Chapter 2, Abaqus documentation
states that plastic behavior is dependent on the element/profile composition, element
discretization, and load application. In order to accurately model the building,
preliminary studies using a cantilever beam, a fixed-fixed beam, and a single building
bay were conducted to gather insight on the implications of the critical modeling
parameters listed above. This chapter discusses the model definitions, objectives and
results of these preliminary studies and the implications for the building model
investigations.

3.2 Cantilever Beam
The cantilever beam models are used to investigate the impact of element/profile
definition and element discretization on the performance of a single component model.
In the present study, cantilever beam models are subject to consistent loading and the
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element/profile definitions and mesh densities are varied. It is expected that both the
element/profile definition and the element discretization impact the response of the
models because of the implications on plastic behavior and location. The element/profile
assignment defines plastic behavior within an element and the mesh density, or element
discretization, defines the number and length of elements within a structural component.
As discussed in Chapter 2, plastic behavior is isolated to ‘hinges’ at the element ends of
Frame3D elements, whereas plastic behavior is defined throughout the entire length of
the B33 element. This section introduces the cantilever beam models, the load
application used for the study, method of comparison, and the results of the study.
The 38′-0″ (11.58 m) W18×40 cantilever beam models are depicted in Figure 3-1
and Figure 3-2. The cantilever models are 38′-0″ (11.58 m) long to match the long
dimension of the building bay used in the bay model investigations of Section 3.4, and of
the building models introduced in Chapter 4 and used for investigation in Chapter 5. All
cantilever models are subjected to two load steps: a self-weight gravity load applied as a
Static load and a 1 kip (k) (4.45 kN) unit reference load applied as a static, riks load. The
1 k (4.45 kN) reference load is applied at the free end of the cantilever. The magnitude of
the reference load, the Load Proportionality Factor (LPF), and the vertical end deflection
of the cantilever are monitored and recorded throughout the analysis. The LPF vs.
deflection graphs of the cantilever beam models are compared with consideration to the
profile assignment and element discretization.
The performance of 18 cantilever models are evaluated and compared. Each of
the three element/profile compositions, Frame3D/Frame Section (F), B33/Beam Section
(B) and B33/Beam General Section (G), are assigned to 1-element, 2-element, 3-element,
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4-element, 6-element and 8-element cantilever beam models. For reference, the
cantilever models are labeled with a letter, B, F, or G, representing the element/profile
definition, and a number (1, 2, 3, 4, 6, or 8) representing the number of elements. Figure
3-1 is a typical cantilever beam model schematic (3-element model shown) illustrating
the DOF and boundary conditions used for this study. Figure 3-2 shows the W18x40
cantilever beam defined at the six different mesh densities used for this investigation.

Figure 3-1: Cantilever Beam Nodal DOF and Boundary Conditions
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Figure 3-2: Cantilever Beam Models at Various Element Discretization

Observe from the B, F and G model graphs in Figures 3-3, 3-4, and 3-5,
respectively, that the LPF vs. deflection capacity of the Frame3D/Frame Section
cantilever models increase with element discretization, while the LPF vs. deflection
capacity of the B33/Beam Section and the B33/Beam General Section decrease with
increased element discretization. Although, the LPF vs. deflection behavior converges in
different directions with respect to load capacity, it can be observed from the graphs of
Figures 3-3, 3-4, and 3-5 that the 1-element, 2-element, 3-element, 4-element, and 6-
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element models of all three profile compositions, B, F, and G, converge toward the
respective 8-element models.
Observe from Figures 3-3 through 3-5 for each of the section profiles that the LPF
vs. deflection behavior of all models is bounded by the 1-element and 8-element model
response. The graph in Figure 3-6 compares the 1-element and 8-element models of each
of the profile assignments, B, F, and G, illustrates the capacity range for the three profile
assignments. Figure 3-6 indicates the B and G models have larger LPF vs. deflection
capacity than the F models throughout the range of element discretization. The B1 and
G1 models follow a similar load path and have largest LPF vs. deflection capacity of all
the models, F1 model has the lowest LPF vs. deflection capacity and F8, B8 and G8
models fall between these extremes. The 6-element and 8-elemetn models are presented
in Figure 3-7, to highlight the behavior of the B, F, and G models as they converge with
respect to element discretization. Observe that the G models follow a similar LPF vs.
deflection path as the B models, until an approximate deflection of 15˝ (380 mm).
Beyond 15˝ (380 mm), the G models follow a similar LPF vs. deflection path as the F
models.
Figure 3-7 illustrates the convergence behavior of the 6-element and 8-element
models of each of the three profile compositions. Observe at higher element
discretization that the G and B models follow a similar LPF vs. deflection path until an
approximate value of 15″ (380 mm). As the deflections increase beyond 15″ (380 mm),
the G models follow the similar curvature as the F models.
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3.3 Fixed-Fixed Beam
The fixed-fixed beam is used to study load application impacts on LPF vs.
deflection performance. The fixed-fixed beam model is a 38′-0″ (11.58 m) long,
W18×40 that is fixed on both ends. The fixed-fixed beam models are subject to two load
steps. The first load step applies the self-weight of the beam as a static load step. The
gravity load is applied as an acceleration to the material density assigned to the model.
The second load step, a static, riks load step, applies 1k (4.45 kN) reference load as either
a concentrated, applied to the center of the fixed-fixed beam or as distributed load applied
to the entire length of the fixed-fixed beam. Figure 3-8 and Figure 3-9 illustrate the
fixed-fixed beam subject to the two different load applications.
A total of 24 models are considered for this study. For each of the load
applications, the fixed-fixed beam is modeled with three different element/profile
compositions, B, F, and G, at four different mesh densities, 2-element, 4-element, 6element, and 8-element. The fixed-fixed models are discretized into an even number of
elements such that the concentrated load is applied at a central node in the fixed-fixed
span. The overall model length and the discretized element lengths in the fixed-fixed
beam models are comparable to the cantilever beam models.
The LPF vs. deflection graphs are used to compare the load capacity of the fixedfixed models. The vertical deflection is monitored at midspan for all fixed-fixed models.
For reference, the bay models are labeled with a letter, F, B or G, representing the model
element/profile definition, a number, 2, 4, 6, or 8, indicating the number of elements in
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the model, and a letter, D, for distributed or C, for concentrated, indicating the load
application in the model.

Figure 3-8: Fixed-Fixed Beam Nodal DOF and Boundary Conditions
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Figure 3-9: Fixed-Fixed Models at Various Element Discretization

Figures 3-10, 3-11, and 3-12 present the results of the fixed-fixed beam models
with B, F, and G, profile compositions, respectively. For each of the model
compositions, the graphs indicate a clear distinction between the LPF vs. deflection paths
of the models with respect to load application. All model compositions demonstrate a
stiffer LPF vs. deflection response to the distributed loads. The concentrated load
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application yielded larger deflections than the distributed load application of equal
magnitude in all fixed-fixed beam models.
Observe from Figure 3-10 that the B models have similar element discretization
trends in response to each load application. In both load cases, the 4-element models
(B4D and B4C) have the greatest LPF vs. deflection behavior, followed by the 2-element
(B2D and B2C), 6-element (B6D and B6C) and 8-element (B8D and B8C) models. In
both load cases, the model behavior did not converge towards a particular element
discretization. Observe from Figure 3-11 that the F models also have similar element
discretization trends in response to each load application. For both applications, the F
models performance converges towards the 8-element (F8D and F8C) models. The 4element (F4D and F4C) and the 6-element (F6D and F6C) models behave very similarly
to the LPF vs. deflection path of the respective 8-element models. The 2-element models
(F2D and F2C) do not exhibit do not follow a similar the LPF vs. deflection path as the
models with higher element discretization. The 2-element models have much less load
capacity at large deflections. Observe from Figure 3-12 that the G models have similar
trends as the B models with respect to element discretization. The 4-element models
(G4D and G4C) have the largest LPF vs. deflection capacity, followed by the 2-element
(G2D and G2C), 6-element (G6D and G6C) and 8-element (G8D and G8C) models.
These models do not have any convergence towards a particular element discretization.
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Observe from Figures 3-13 and 3-14 that the 2-element and 8-element models for
each of the three profile assignments for the distributed load application and the
concentrated load application, respectively. The 2-element and 8-element models are the
lower and upper bounds of the element discretization in the study and illustrate the
relative performance of the three different profile assignments with respect to one
another. For clarity, the 4-element and 6-element models are not included in Figures 313 and 3-14, although, the performance of these models and the trends apparent in
Figures 3-10, 3-11 and 3-12 should be considered while evaluating Figures 3-13 and 314.
Figure 3-13 illustrates a distinction in LPF vs. deflection capacity between the
profile assignments when subjected to a distributed load. The LPF vs. deflection capacity
is largest in the G2D model, followed by G8D, B8D, B2D, F8D, and F2D. This plot
indicates that the profile assignment has a larger relative impact on model performance
than element discretization for this load application. Figure 3-14 indicates a clear
distinction in LPF vs. deflection capacity behavior with respect to profile assignment,
similar to the trends in Figure 3-13. At deflections less than 10″ (250 mm), the LPF vs.
deflection capacity stiffness is strongest in the G2C model, followed by the G8C, B2C,
B8C, F8C and F2C. Although, unlike Figure 3-13, at large deflections the stiffness of the
F8C model increases, and the LPF vs. deflection capacity of the F8C models surpasses
the B2C and the B8C models at approximately 10″ (250 mm) and 12.5″ (330 mm),
respectively. It should also be noted that the G models also illustrate an increase in LPF
vs. deflection stiffness at large deflections, greater than 8″ (200 mm).
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3.4 The Bay Models
The building bay model is used to investigate the critical modeling parameters:
element/profile definition, element discretization, and load application in a space frame
model. The building bay considered is modeled as the second floor corner bay of the
building model used later in the study. The space frame allows for the appropriate
geometric offsets of the steel members and the inclusion of a concrete slab. In addition to
the accurate representation of the structural assembly, the bay models also allow for area
load application. These additional modeling attributes enhance model refinement as well
as introduce model complexity: boundary conditions and multi-point constraints (MPCs)
must be defined to accurately represent the bay behavior.
The bay models are used to complete two different investigations. The first
evaluates the bay steel frame only and the second evaluates the bay steel frame and a
linear-elastic slab. The first investigation considers the space frame LPF vs. deflection
performance with respect to element/profile assignment and element discretization. The
second investigation considers the bay LPF vs. Deflection performance subject to two
different area load applications. This section defines the geometry and structural
assembly of the bay models and defines model variations with respect to the two different
investigations. The LPF vs. deflection behavior will be used to compare the performance
of the bay models, similar to the beam model studies in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.
The bay models are designed represent a single corner bay as a portion of the
building with a missing corner column. Boundary conditions and MPCs are applied to
the components of the bay models to facilitate building-like response of the bay model.
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Boundary conditions are used to restrict DOF of model components with respect to the
model space. The columns are assumed to be significantly stiffer than the girder and
infill beams and are not explicitly modeled in the bay models. Rather, the stiffness of
girder-column moment connection is represented by a fixed boundary condition which
restrains all nodal DOF at the column location. A boundary condition is not applied at
the missing corner column location. Since the slabs of the adjacent bays are not
explicitly modeled, boundary conditions are also used to model the continuous slab along
the interior edges of the corner bay. A pinned boundary condition is used to restrict the
transverse DOF of slab nodes, although rotational DOF at this location is not restricted.
MPCs define nodal restraints between nodes of different model components. MPCs are
used in the bay models to assign nodal relationships representing girder-girder, girderinfill beam and steel frame-slab connections. A Tie MPC is used at the girder-girder and
steel frame-slab connections to couple all nodal DOF between the two components. The
Pin MPC is used at the girder-infill beam connection to couple translational DOF but
allow independent rotational DOF. Figure 3-15 for illustrates the boundary conditions
and MPCs for the 3-elment bay models of both investigations. The 6-elememt and 9element models are not depicted for clarity.
The model bay is 32'-0″ (9.75 m) in the East-West (EW) direction and 38'-0″
(11.58 m) in the North-South (NS) direction. The components of the steel frame, used in
both investigations, are modeled as the following AISC W-Shapes: NS Exterior –
W21×44, NS Interior – W30×99, EW Exterior – W18×40, EW Interior – W24×76, and
NS Infill Beams – W18×35. The structural steel is modeled as A992, Fy = 50 ksi. The
second investigation also considers an f'c = 4 ksi (27.58 MPa), 4″ (100 mm) thick
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concrete slab. Figure 3-15 for illustrates the boundary conditions and MPCs for the 3elment bay models of both investigations. The 6-element and 9-element models are not
depicted in Figure 3-15 for clarity. Figure 3-16 depicts the frame only bay models at all
element discretization used in the first investigation. Figures 3-23, 3-24, and 3-25 depict
the 3-element, 6-element, and 9-element slab and frame bay models used in the second
investigation, respectively.
The first investigation considers 9 bay model variations. The steel frame is
assigned each of the three profile assignments: F, B and G profile assignments at each of
the three different mesh densities: 3-element, 6-element or 9-element. For reference, the
models are labeled with a letter, B, F, or G, and a number 3, 6, or 9 to indicate profile
assignment and element discretization. All models are subjected to a static, riks gravity
load applied as an acceleration to the material density defined in the model. The vertical
displacement is monitored at the column removal location. Model behavior is compared
with respect to the LPF vs. deflection performance.
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Figure 3-15: MPC and Boundary Condition Relationships in the Bay Models
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Figure 3-16: 3-Element (A), 6-Element (B), and 9-Element (C) Frame Only Bay Models
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Observe from Figures 3-17, 3-18 and 3-19 that the performance of the frame only
bay models with respect to profile assignment: B, F and G, respectively. Observe from
Figure 3-17 that B6 and B9 behave similarly, although B6 has slightly larger LPF vs.
deflection capacity. B3 exhibit a different load path than the B6 and B9 models. B3
exhibits greater LPF vs. deflection capacity than the B6 and B9 models at deflections less
than approximately 40″ (1000 mm). Beyond 40″ (1000 mm), B3 has less capacity than
the B6 and B9 models because of a load release at approximately 35″ (890 mm), as
indicated by negative stiffness behavior. Observe from Figure 3-18 that the F models of
all element discretization terminated before they underwent large deflections. Although
limited, the behavior in Figure 3-18 indicates similar trends with respect to element
discretization, as the B models. Observe from Figure 3-19 that G9 had immediate
convergence difficulty, but G3 and G6 models capture large deflection behavior. The G3
model has more LPF vs. deflection capacity than the G6 model throughout the analysis.
Both models capture nonlinear behavior at approximately 3″ (750 mm). The G3 model
does not deviate from a linear-elastic load path, although the G6 undergoes a slight load
release before continuing to take load with positive stiffness.
Observe from Figures 3-20, 3-21, and 3-22 that the performance of the frame only
bay models with respect to element discretization: 3-element, 6-element, and 9-element,
respectively. Observe from Figure 3-20 that G3 has the largest relative load capacity of
the 3-element models at large deflections, followed by B3, and then F3. F3 does not
perform as well as the G3 and B3 models, terminating before any significant plastic
behavior. Similar to the 3-element models, Figure 3-21 indicates G6 has greatest load
capacity followed by the B6 and F6 models, which exhibit gradual negative stiffness
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performance beyond an approximate deflection of 9″ (230 mm). Observe from Figure 322 that B9 is the only model to capture large deflection behavior, as F9 terminates shortly
after linear-elastic response and G9 terminates immediately. B9 has a gradual negative
stiffness response through deflection, and slightly larger LPF vs. deflection response than
the B9, similar to the 6-element model trends shown in Figure 3-21.
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Figure 3-19: B33/Beam General Section
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The second investigation features bay models with a steel frame and a concrete
slab, at 3-element, 6-element, and 9-element discretization, shown in Figures 3-23, 3-24,
and 3-25, respectively. The investigation is used to consider the impacts of two different
load applications. Each bay model used in the investigation is subject to two different
load steps. The first load step applies the self-weight of the steel frame in a static load
step to all the models in the investigation. The self-weight of the steel frame is applied as
gravity load, assigned as an acceleration to the defined material density of the steel frame.
The second load step applies the self-weight of the concrete slab in a static, riks load step
as one of two load applications: a gravity load or a pressure load. The gravity load
applies an acceleration to the defined material density of the concrete slab. The pressure
load applies the magnitude of the concrete slab self-weight to the surface of the slab.
There are a total of 18 models in the second investigation. For both load applications, the
models are composed of each of the three element/profile definition, B, F, G, at each of
the three element discretization, 3-element, 6- element, and 9-element. For reference, the
models are labeled with a letter, B, F, or G, representing the profile assignment, a number
3, 6 or 9 representing the element discretization, and a letter, G or D, representing the
method of slab self-weight load application, as a gravity load (G) or as a pressure load
(D). The performance of the bay models is compared with respect to LPF vs. deflection
behavior, where deflection is monitored at the column removal location.
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Figure 3-23: 3-Element Frame and Slab Bay Models
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Figure 3-24: 6-Element Frame and Slab Bay Models
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Figure 3-25: 9-Element Frame and Slab Bay Models
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Figures 3-26, 3-27, and 3-28 present the performance of the bay models subject to
gravity and surface loading with respect to profile assignment: B, F and G. Figure 3-26
indicates the 6-element and 9-element B models perform better than the 3-element
models, which terminate at approximately 5.5″ (140 mm). B3D and B3G followed an
identical load path up to this point. B6D and B6G also share an identical load path, even
at large deflections. The B9D and the B9G models follow the same load path until
approximately 65″ (1650 mm), when the B9G model has a slight increase in stiffness.
Relative to the performance of the models with other profile assignments, the B6D, B6G,
B9D and B9G models behave similarly to each other.
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Figure 3-26: B33/Beam Section
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Observe from Figure 3-27 that the F models are sensitive to both the element
discretization and the load application compared to the B models. The F models have a
wide range of LPF vs. deflection performance at deflections beyond 30″ (760 mm). With
respect to element discretization, the 6-element models have the largest LPF vs.
deflection capacity, followed by 9-element and then 3-element models. At deflections
less that 40″ (1000 mm), the 6-element and the 9-element models share a similar load
path with the exception of the F6D model, which has a slightly stiffer response. The 3element models follow a different load path than the 6-element and 9-element models.
The 3-element models have a significantly stiffer LPF vs. deflection response than the 6element and 9-element at deflections less than 20″ (500 mm). At deflections beyond 20″
(500 mm), the stiffness of the 3-element models significantly decreases, and the LPF vs.
deflection capacity of the 3-element models stays relatively low compared to the 6element and 9-element models. With respect to load application, load capacity changes
with element discretization: F3D has consistently larger capacity than F3G; F6G has a
larger capacity than F6D at deflections less than 45″ (1140 mm), while F6D has a larger
capacity than F6G at deflections greater than 45″ (1140 mm); and F9G has consistently
larger capacity than F9D.
Observe from Figure 3-28 that G model LPF vs. deflection behavior is dependent
on both element discretization and load application. The G models have a wide range of
LPF vs. deflection performance at all deflections. With respect to element discretization,
the 6-element and 9-element models have a larger load capacity than the 3-element
models. Similar to the F models, the 3-element models have a stiffer LPF vs. deflection
response than the 6-element and 9-element models at deflections less than 25″ (635 mm).
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At deflections beyond 25″ (635 mm), the stiffness of the 3-element models significant
decreases, and the LPF vs. deflection capacity of the 3-element models stays relatively
low compared to the 6-element and 9-element models. With respect to load application,
the G models have a larger LPF vs. deflection response than D models at all element
discretization. At deflections beyond 50″ (1270 mm), the LPF vs. deflection capacity of
the gravity models, G9G and G6G, are greater than that of the distributed models, G9D
and G6D.
Figures 3-29, 3-30, and 3-31, present frame only bay model behavior with respect
to element discretization: 3-element, 6-element, and 9-element, respectively. Observe
from Figure 3-29 that G3D and G3G behave similarly to F3D and F3G. The G models
have the highest relative load capacity throughout the analysis. The B models have
convergence difficulties. Observe that models of all profile assignments have higher LPF
vs. deflection capacity subject to the gravity load than when subject to the distributed
load. Observe from Figure 3-30 that G models have the largest relative LPF vs.
deflection capacity, followed by the F models and the B models. The largest discrepancy
with respect to load application is in the G models, where G6G has a larger capacity than
G6D. The F6D and F6G models follow a similar path. F6D has a larger load capacity at
less than 50″ (1270 mm), and F6D has a larger capacity greater than 50″ (1270 mm). The
B6D and B6G models have an identical performance. Observe from Figure 3-31 that the
G models have the largest relative load capacity for the 9-element models, followed by
the F and the B. For all profile assignments, models subject to the gravity load
application exhibit larger LPF vs. deflection capacity than models subject to the
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distributed load. This discrepancy increases as LPF and deflection increase and is largest
in the G models, followed by the F models and then the B models.

3.5 Preliminary Model Results Summary and Conclusions
The beam and bay models are used in preliminary studies to investigate
element/profile definitions, element discretization, and load application on model LPF vs.
deflection behavior. This section provides a results summary of each of the four models
investigated in this chapter: the cantilever beam model, the fixed-fixed beam model, the
frame-only bay model, and the frame and slab bay model. The results summary
highlights trends present in the beam and bay models with respect to the model
parameters listed above. Conclusions regarding the significance of these results with
respect to building model composition and anticipated results are provided at the end of
this section.

Cantilever Beam Models
•

The LPF vs. deflection capacity of the cantilever beams are dependent on both
element/profile definition and element discretization.

•

The LPF vs. deflection capacity increases with increased element
discretization for F models and decreases with increased element
discretization for B and G models.

•

LPF vs. deflection behavior converges towards the response of the 8-element
discretization for all element/profile definitions.
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•

The entire range of element discretization LPF vs. deflection capacity of B
and G models is larger than the entire range of element discretization
deflection capacity of the F models.

•

With respect to element/profile definition, G models behave similar to the B
models at deflections less than 15″ (380 mm) and like F models at deflections
greater than 15″ (380 mm).

Fixed-Fixed Models
•

Load application has a significant impact on model LPF vs. deflection
behavior of all element/profile definition. Models subject to the distributed
load of all element discretization have a stiffer linear-elastic response and
larger LPF vs. deflection capacity than models subject to the concentrated
load.

•

With respect to element discretization, B and G models LPF vs. deflection
capacity is largest in the 4-element models followed by the 2-element, 6element and 8-element models subject to both load applications. In the F
models, LPF vs. deflection capacity is largest in the 8-element models,
followed by the 6-element, 4-element, and 2-element models.

•

LPF vs. deflection capacity trends with respect to element discretization is the
same for the distributed and the concentrated load applications for the fixedfixed beams. This trend is similar to the results of the cantilever beam.
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•

The F models have a clear trend in convergence behavior towards the 8element model in both load applications. The B and G models do not have a
convergence trend.

•

Element/profile definition has a more significant effect than element
discretization in models subject to both load cases. For the distributed load
case, there is a clear distinction in LPF vs. deflection performance: G models
have the highest LPF vs. deflection capacity followed by B models and F
models. The response is similar in models subject to the concentrated load
case, with the exception that the F models at high element discretization
increases in LPF vs. deflection capacity at large deflections.

•

F models exhibit behavior similar to the G models and B models subject to
either load case. F 2-element models follow a similar LPF vs. deflection load
path as the B models, whereas, the F 4-element, 6-element and 8-element
models follow a similar load path as the G models. This behavior is more
distinct at large deflections.

Frame Only Bay Models
•

Some models in this investigation had early termination. The B models, G3,
and G6 reached deflections of approximately 100″ (2540 mm). The F models
terminated at deflections of approximately 25″ (635 mm). The G9 model
terminated almost immediately and very small deflections.

•

With respect to element discretization, the 3-element models have the largest
LPF vs. deflection capacity for models of all element/profile definitions. The
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6-element and 9-element models do not have a consistent relationship with
respect to LPF vs. deflection capacity.
•

With respect to element/ profile definition, the G models have the largest LPF
vs. deflection capacity, followed by the B and F models for the 3-element
models and 6-element models. This trend is also present for the 9-element B
and F models, although G9 terminates immediately.

•

Several models illustrate negative stiffness, including all of the B models: B3
captures a significant load-release at large deflection and B6 and B9 both
capture a gradual load-release at large deflection. The F6 model captures a
gradual load-release, similar to the B6 and B9 models, although the F3 and F9
terminate before capturing any negative stiffness. G3 and G6 both capture a
small load-release at small deflections before continuing through large
deflections without further load release.

Frame and Slab Bay Models
•

B models are the least sensitive to element discretization and load application.
The 3-element models terminate early compared to the 6-element models and
9-element models. The 6-element and 9-element models behave similarly
with respect to element/profile definition as well as load application: B6G and
B6D behave identically, while B9G has a slightly larger LPF vs. deflection
capacity, and B9D has a slightly lower LPF vs. deflection capacity, at
deflections greater than 60ʺ (1525 mm).
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•

F models are sensitive to both element discretization as well as load
application. The LPF vs. deflection capacity has clear distinctions in the F
models with respect to element discretization. The LPF vs. deflection
capacity is largest in the 6-element models, followed by the 9-element and 3element models.

•

The G models are the most sensitive to element discretization and load
application. The 6-element and 9-element response is more dependent on load
application than element discretization. The gravity models have a larger LPF
vs. deflection capacity than the pressure load models.

•

In the F and G models, the 3-element models have a stiffer response than the
6-element and 9-element models at small deflections, followed by a
significantly less stiff response at larger deflections, resembling a linearelastic-perfectly plastic curve. Although similar, F3D is slightly larger than
F3G, and G3G is slightly larger than G3G.

The preliminary studies provide insight on which modeling parameters must be
considered in the building models. The cantilever beam, fixed-fixed beam, frame only
bay model, and frame and slab bay models were used to investigate model response to
element/profile definition, element discretization and load application. The most
significant trends evaluated were LPF vs. deflection capacity and load path, convergence
behavior, negative stiffness response, and model analysis termination.
LPF vs. deflection capacity of the G models was consistently larger than the
capacities of the B and F models in all of the preliminary studies. In the beam models, G
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model behavior was predictable, mimicking behavioral trends of the B and F models. In
the bay models, as the LPF vs. deflection capacity of the G models is the most sensitive
to both load application and element discretization, and trend comparisons with B and F
models are not as easy to depict.
Cantilever beam models of all element/profile definition and the F models of the
fixed-fixed beam models converge towards high element discretization. B and G fixedfixed beam models, frame only bay models of all element/profile definition and frame
and slab bay models of all element discretization do not exhibit any convergence trends.
Negative stiffness behavior indicates load release and failing structural capacity.
Models capturing negative stiffness response represent a realistic response to extreme
load and provide a clear indication of ultimate load capacity. Negative stiffness
performance in the frame only bay models is of the most significance, because they do
not incorporate the behavior of linear-elastic slab, and a direct comparison can be made
between the element compositions of the steel frame. In the frame only models, the B
and F models both exhibit negatives stiffness, whereas, the G models do not exhibit any
negative stiffness response.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the static, riks load step will continue to find
equilibrium solutions until it has reached the maximum number of iterations requested
during analysis, it has surpassed a specified maximum LPF, or it surpasses a specified
DOF constraint at a particular node. The analysis will terminate before completion if
convergence criterion is not meet during analysis step iteration or if too many iterations
are required to find a solution. Several bay models terminated early in the LPF vs.
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deflection path. There are no indications or trends as to which models terminate early
with respect to the modeling parameters.
The preliminary models indicate that the LPF vs. deflection capacity performance
is dependent on all of the considered modeling parameters, as well as the static, riks
analysis convergence tolerances. Therefore, models considering various element/profile
compositions, element discretization and load applications will be considered. The G
element/profile composition will not be considered in the building models because of its
sensitivity to element discretization and load parameters and because of its exaggerated
response. The building models will continue to investigate model performance with
respect to element/profile composition, element discretization and load application, as
well as considerations for static, riks load definitions with respect to model analysis
equilibrium convergence.
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Chapter 4
Description of Studied Building and Numerical Modeling
In order to conduct a realistic progressive collapse analysis, a ten-story, steel
moment framed structure has been designed. The structure represents common
construction of this building type and is described in detail here with design loading
criteria, performance criteria, and member specification. On the basis of the previously
discussed preliminary numerical modeling studies, a full, three-dimension model was
constructed in Abaqus to simulate the collapse behaviors of the structure. This chapter
discusses the details of the building geometry, design and numerical modeling.

4.1 Building Geometry and Design
The building used in the study is a ten-story, steel framed, office building with
eight above ground levels and two underground parking levels. The building was
designed in accordance with AISC Steel Construction Manual, 14th Edition (AISC) and
ASCE/SEI 7-10: Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures. Included
here is a presentation of the building overall geometry, design loads used, design
procedure, discussion of member selection, and a summary of final member design. The
materials used for this design is A992, Fy = 50 ksi (345 MPa) steel and f c' = 4 ksi (27.6
MPa) concrete.
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4.1.1 Building Geometry Details
The studied building has a 152′- 0″ × 192′- 0″ (46.3 m × 58.5 m) footprint with
six 32′-0″ (9.8 m) bays in the long direction (North-South) of the building and four 38′-0″
(11.6m) bays in the short direction (East-West) of the building. The story floor-to-floor
heights of the parking levels and the lobby are 10′- 6″ (3.2 m) and 19′- 0″ (5.8 m),
respectively. The office floor-to-floor heights are 14′- 0″ (4.3 m) with tenth floor to roof
equal to13′- 8″ (4.2 m). Figures 4-1 and 4-2 present the typical parking level plan and a
typical office level plan and Figures 4-3, 4-4, 4-5, and 4-6 present the typical elevation
drawings of the Short Side (East-West) Exterior frame, Long Side (North-South) Exterior
Frame, Short Side (East-West) Interior frame, and the Long Side (North-South) Interior
frame, respectively.
Exterior columns of the building do not extend below ground level. A cast-inplace concrete wall with integral pedestals supports the exterior building columns and
retains earth at the underground parking levels. Evaluating the behavior of the cast-inplace concrete wall is not within the scope of this study, and therefore, it was not
designed or modeled. Pinned boundary conditions are used to represent the behavior at
the steel frame-pedestal connection.
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Figure 4-1: Typical Parking Level Plan
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Figure 4-2: Typical Floor Level Plan
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Figure 4-3: Short Side Exterior Frame Elevation

Figure 4-4: Long Side Exterior Frame Elevation
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Figure 4-5: Short Side Interior Frame Elevation

Figure 4-6: Long Side Interior Frame Elevation
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4.1.2 Design Loads and Load Combinations
This model building was designed assuming conventional practices, without the
consideration of progressive collapse design specifications. This is to consider the
collapse performance of a conventionally designed building, without the additional
strength, ductility and robustness of structural components that would be selected for a
building analyzed with consideration of collapse design loads. Therefore, the design
loads and combinations used for analysis of the model building were selected on the basis
of ASCE/SEI 7-10. While collapse design loads were not considered, live load pattern
loads, and live reduction was implemented in design. Discussion on analysis procedure
and member selection is presented in the following section.
Gravity Loads:
Roof Dead Loads:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Roof Snow Load(S) = 25 psf (1.20 kN/m2)
Membrane (D) = 1 psf (0.05 kN/m2)
Rigid Insulation (D) = 2 psf (0.10 kN/m2)
Metal Roof Deck (D) = 2.5 psf (0.12 kN/m2)
Non-Composite Roof Framing Allowance (D) = 4 psf (0.19 kN/m2)
Mechanical and electrical (D) = 3 psf (0.14 kN/m2)
Suspended ceiling (D) = 1 psf (0.05 kN/m2)

Floor Dead Loads:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Flooring (carpet) (D) = 2 psf (0.10 kN/m2)
Concrete slab (D) = 69 psf (3.13 kN/m2)
Metal Deck (galvanized) (D) = 3 psf (0.14 kN/m2)
Structural Steel (D) = 7 psf (0.34 kN/m2)
Mechanical and electrical (D) = 3 psf (0.14 kN/m2)
Suspended ceiling (D) = 2 psf (0.10 kN/m2)
Façade (D) = 40 psf (1.92 kN/m2)
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Live Loads:
‐ Roof live Load (Lr)= 20 psf (0.96 kN/m2)
‐ Office Floor (L) = 80 psf (3.83 kN/m2)
‐ Lobby (L) = 100 psf (4.79 kN/m2)
‐ Parking (L) = 40 psf (1.92 kN/m2)
Lateral Loads:
Lateral loads are applied to the building in accordance to ASCE/SEI 7-10 (2010)
which considers wind loads and notional loads. The notional loads account for out-ofplumb forces in the building due to construction imperfections. Notional loads are
applied at each story and have a magnitude 1/500 of the gravity loads acting on that story,
which is representative of acceptable construction tolerances and as specified by AISC
(2010).
Load Combinations

The following load combinations from ASCE/SEI 7-10 (2010) govern this
building design:
1.2D + 1.6L + 0.5(Lr or S or R)

(4-1)

1.2D + 1.6(Lr or S or R)+ (L or 0.5W)

(4-2)

1.2D + 1.0W + L + 0.5(Lr or S or R)

(4-3)

The number of load combination considered is reduced through the following
observations and assumptions. In Eqns. 4-1, 4-2 and 4-3, S will control over Lr or R. On
the basis of this assumption, Eqn. 4-1 and Eqn. 4-3 are the governing load combinations
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for girder and column design, respectively. Eqn. 4-2 must still be considered for roof
components. Therefore, the necessary load combinations are reduced to the following:
1.2D + 1.6L + 0.5S

(4-4)

1.2D + 1.6S + 0.5W

(4-5)

1.2D + 1.0W + L + 0.5S

(4-6)

4.1.3 Design Procedure and Member Selection
The building was analyzed and designed as four 2D frames: North-South Exterior,
East-West Exterior, North-South Interior and East-West Interior. These frames are
shown in Figures 4-3 through 4-6. The Direct Analysis Method was applied to design the
frame structure. In addition to the uniform design loads presented in the above section,
critical live load patterns were applied to the framing system to evaluate the most critical
load effects on the frames. Live load reduction was considered for column design but it
not considered for floor system design.
The two-dimensional frames were analyzed in SAP2000. Critical load effects
were used to design a composite floor system with respect to strength requirements;
however, the concrete slab was not included in the SAP2000 models. Therefore, in the
final design, girder sizes were conservatively increased to meet inter-story and overall
drift requirements without consideration of composite stiffness, as is conventional. Final
frame design members were designed according to AISC (2010) Part 16.
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4.2 Abaqus Numerical Models
Numerical finite element models of the entire building were constructed in
Abaqus with the objectives of the study in mind. Numerical models provide researchers
with the opportunity to consider a variety of collapse investigations at a fraction of
laboratory costs but require careful consideration in all aspects of design. Chapter 2
discussed the different elements and material definitions considered for this study and
Chapter 3 considered preliminary investigations to provide insight on several modeling
parameters. This section will detail the numerical model assembly, constructed to
accurately represent the building design discussed above. This section also introduces
the building model variations considered in the Chapter 5 investigations with respect to
element/profile composition, element discretization, and failure location. Load
applications are defined in Chapter 5 with respect to the building model investigations.

4.2.1 Building Model Assembly
Abaqus model definitions are composed of parts, instances, assemblies, boundary
conditions, and load steps. Parts are components of the model with unique geometry and
mesh characteristics. Parts are composed of nodes and elements. Instances are used to
assign section properties, define material, and locate and orient parts, or groups of parts.
Structural components of similar geometry and element discretization, i.e. 2nd floor
Interior Columns and 3rd floor Exterior Columns are modeled with the same part, but
assigned the appropriate section and local orientation through separate instances.
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Assemblies assign, locate and orient instances into the model space. Floor system
components of various are instanced at the appropriate elevations to represent a realistic
floor system assembly; they are not simply modeled in-plane. Boundary conditions and
MPCs are applied in the assembly to appropriately restrain the building in the model
space. Boundary conditions are used to restrain the steel-frame at the concrete wall, and
at the building foundation. MPCs are used to define the relationships between the
instances at the column-column, column-girder, girder-infill beam, slab-girder, and slabinfill beam connections. These relationships are shown in similar to those shown for the
bay models in Figure 3-5.

4.2.2 Building Model Variations
The building models vary with respect to model element composition, element
discretization, and column removal location. The model element composition details the
element profile assignment of the building models. The S4R element is used to define
the concrete slab in all three of the model element compositions. The profile assignment
of the steel frame, however, varies with each of the model element compositions. The
B33 element composition (B) is composed of steel frame elements with a B33/Beam
Section profile assignment. The Frame3D element composition (F) is composed of steel
frame elements with a Frame3D/Frame Section profile assignment. And the Hybrid
profile assignment (H) uses Frame3D/Frame Section profile assignment for the steel
frame columns and the B33/Beam Section profile assignment for the steel frame floor
system.
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The mesh densities for the building floor system is similar to mesh densities used
in the Bay Models (see Figure 3-6). The girder and infill beams are discretized such that
there are 3, 6, or 9 elements within a bay. Thus, the corresponding element discretization
for the slab is 9, 36 and 81 elements per bay, respectively, such that there is
corresponding nodal placement between the concrete slab and steel frame. This
discretization is constant throughout all of the building bays. All columns in the building
models, regardless of the element discretization used for the floor system, are modeled as
single element spanning between floors.
Finally, these 9 models: B3, B6, B9, F3, F6, F9, H3, H6, and H9, are considered
at four different column removal locations. Three of these locations are on the ground
level: a corner column, a short side middle column, and a long side middle column,
shown as Columns A5, A3, and D5 in Figure 4-2. The fourth location is an interior
column at the second parking level, shown as Column B4 in Figure 4-1. These locations
were selected through consideration of the UFC 04-023-03 guidelines discussed in
Section 2.3.2.

Chapter 5
Building Model Investigations

Three building model investigations, each featuring a push-down load case were
considered for the present study: 1) gravity load only; 2) UFC 04-023-03 collapse design
load combination; and 3) anticipated critical pedestrian load. The models introduced and
described in Section 4.2.2 were employed and the performance was evaluated against two
objectives: 1) compare the effects of element composition, element discretization, and
load application on building collapse performance at the four different column removal
locations; and 2) compare building performance of models subjected to the UFC 04-02303 collapse design load combination to models subjected to the anticipated pedestrian
loads. Performance of the models will be evaluated for consistent LPF vs. deflection
capacity performance and distinct trends in response to element discretization and load
application, compared relative to one another.

5.1 Gravity Models
For the present study, loads are applied to the building models in two load steps.
In the first load step, the models are subjected to a static gravity load applied as an
acceleration to the material density defined in the model. This load represents the selfweight of the steel frame and the concrete slab. In the second load step, an additional
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static, riks gravity load is applied to the building as reference load, equivalent in
magnitude to the weight of the concrete slab.
This investigation considers the 36 building model variations detailed in Section
4.2.2. These models represent the building with three different types of element
composition and three different element discretizations at four column removal locations.
The results are presented and discussed with respect to each of the column removal
locations: the corner column models, the long side middle column models, the interior
column models, and the short side middle column models. Models are referred to by a
letter representing the type of element composition and a number indicating the element
discretization, at each of the column removal locations. Element compositions are
distinguished by the types of elements they use for structural components. The present
study evaluates models with Frame3D elements for girders and columns (F); models with
B33 elements for girders and columns (B); and models with B33 elements used for
girders and Frame3D elements used for columns (H). The element discretization is
characterized by the number of elements in a bay spanning between structural joints.
Models with 3-elements (3), 6-elements (6), and 9-elements (9) within a bay were
evaluated.

Corner Column Models
The analysis results of the removed corner column models are presented in
Figures 5-1 through 5-4. Figures 5-1 through 5-3 represent the LPF vs. deflection
response of the 3-element, 6-element, and 9-element models, respectively. Figure 5-4
presents all of the missing corner column models together.
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It can be observed from Figure 5-1 that F3 and B3 exhibit much lower load
capacity than H3. Also, F3 had convergence difficulties at small deflections, but B3
found equilibrium solutions at large deflections, exhibiting a negative stiffness response.
It can be observed from Figure 5-2 that H6 exhibits the largest LPF vs. deflection
capacity, followed by F6 and B6. The 6-element models do not exhibit any negative
stiffness behavior. It can be observed from Figure 5-3 that the H9 and F9 models behave
similarly until large LPF values. The H9 model exhibits a stiffer response than the F9
models beyond an LPF of 8. The B9 model has a much lower LPF vs. deflection
capacity compared to the H9 and F9 models. It can be observed from Figure 5-4 that
there are two clusters of model responses: the H3, H6, H9 and F9 models behave
similarly and the B3, B6, B9, F3 and F6 models behave similarly. The first set of models
exhibit a much greater LPF vs. deflection capacity than the second set of models. For the
H models, stiffness increases with element discretization. The stiffness of the F9 model
is in the middle of the H3, H6, H9 range. No trends can be as easily distinguished from
the second set of model responses.
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Long Side Middle Column Models
The results of the removed long side middle column models are presented in
Figures 5-5 through 5-8. Figures 5-5 through 5-7 represent the LPF vs. deflection
response of the 3-element, 6-element, and 9-element models, respectively. Figure 5-8
presents all of the missing corner column models together.
It can be observed from Figure 5-5 that F3 and H3 perform similarly until an
approximate deflection of 20″ (500 mm) when F3 has convergence difficulties. H3
continues to find equilibrium solutions at large deflections and exhibits negative stiffness
response. B3 has a lower LPF vs. deflection capacity than F3 and H3. B3 finds
equilibrium solutions at large deflections and captures a small negative stiffness response
compared to the negative stiffness response of the H3 model. It can be observed from
Figure 5-6 that the F6 and H6 models behave similarly at deflections less than 17″ (425
mm). Afterward F6 has a stiffer response and performs well through large-deflection,
while H6 has convergence difficulties at approximately 30″ (760 mm). B6 has much
lower load deflection capacity and converges at approximately 30″ (760 mm). It can be
observed from Figure 5-7 that B9 and H9 have convergence difficulties during the initial
self-weight gravity load steps, and therefore there is no static, riks data for these models.
F9 finds equilibrium at large deflection, although, at a lower capacity than the F3 and F6
models, as shown in Figure 5-8. It can also be observed from Figure 5-8 that the long
side middle column models have two different trends, similar to the responses of the
corner column models. F3, F6, H3, and H6 have a much larger LPF vs. deflection
capacity than the B3, B6, and F9 models.
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Interior Column Models
The results of the removed interior column models are presented in Figures 5-9
through 5-12. Figures 5-9 through 5-11 represent the LPF vs. deflection response of the
3-element, 6-element, 9-element models, respectively. Figure 5-12 presents all of the
missing interior column models together.
It can be observed from Figure 5-9 that B3, F3, and H3 all behave similarly, with
a little variation in LPF vs. deflection capacity. Load vs. deflection capacity is largest in
F3, followed by B3 and H3. It can be observed from Figure 5-10 that the B6, F6, and H6
models behave similarly to approximately 10″ (250 mm). After 10″ (250 mm), the LPF
vs. deflection capacity curves of the models vary. F6 has the stiffest LPF vs. deflection
response, followed by B6, and H6, until approximately 25″ (625 mm), when B6 and H6
have convergence difficulties. F6 finds equilibrium solutions at large deflections. It can
be observed from Figure 5-11 that the 9-element models have distinct LPF vs. deflection
paths. Load vs. deflection capacity is largest in F9, followed by H9 and B9. H9 has
convergence difficulties at approximately 7″ (175 mm). It can be observed from Figure
5-12, the 3-element models behave similarly compared to the other models. The F6, B6,
H6, and F9 models exhibit larger LPF vs. deflection curves than the F3, H3, and B3
models, while the B9 and H9 models exhibit a lower LPF vs. deflection capacity than the
3-element models.
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Short Side Middle Column Models
The results of the removed short side middle column models are presented in
Figures 5-13 through 5-16. Figures 5-13 through 5-15 represent the LPF vs. deflection
response of the 3-element, 6-element, and 9-element models, respectively. Figure 5-15
presents all of the missing short side middle column models together.
It can be observed from Figure 5-13 that H3, B3, and F3, behave similarly to
approximately 20″ (500 mm). H3 has the largest LPF vs. deflection capacity of the 3element models and finds equilibrium solutions at large deflections. It can be observed
from Figure 5-14 that the 6-element models behave similarly until a deflection of
approximately 6″ (150 mm). F6 has the largest LPF vs. deflection capacity, although, at
approximately 17″ (425 mm), H6 overtakes B6. Therefore, up to approximately 17″ (425
mm), F6 has the largest LPF vs. deflection capacity followed by B6 and H6, and after
approximately 17″ (425 mm), F6 has the largest LPF vs. deflection capacity followed by
H6 and B6. It can be observed from Figure 5-15 that the H9 and F9 models behave
similarly and have a significantly larger LPF vs. deflection capacity than the B9 model.
It can be observed from Figure 5-16, F and H models had a larger LPF vs. deflection
capacity than the B models. No other trends with respect to element composition
assignment or element discretization can be easily determined.
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Figure 5-14: 6-Element Short Side Models
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5.2 UFC Design Load Models
This investigation considers collapse performance of the numerical building
models with respect to UFC design load combination. The UFC design load combination
features a 1.2 dead load factor, a 0.5 live load factor and a dynamic increase factor (DIF)
to be used in static collapse analysis procedures. The DIF is applied to load in the
building bays adjacent to the location of the missing structural component and in all
adjacent bays above this location. The magnitude of the DIF is dependent on the material
and the section properties of the members within the DIF application area.
The design loads presented in Section 4.1.2 are used for the building models in
this investigation with respect the UFC design load combination. In the present study,
loads are applied in three load steps. In the first load step, the models are subjected to a
static gravity load applied as an acceleration to the material density defined in the model.
This load represents the self-weight of the steel frame and concrete slab. In the second
load step, the models are subjected to a concentrated force that is applied in a static load
step to the nodes at the exterior of the building. This load represents the self-weight of
the building facade. In the third step, the models are subjected to a pressure load applied
in a static, riks step to the building concrete slab elements. This reference load represents
the remaining dead and live design loads.
Because of the convergence difficulties of these models, the static, riks analysis
parameters were adjusted to optimize the response of these models. Initial, minimum and
maximum arclength parameters were adjusted for each of the models to optimize
performance. These parameters were adjusted with a trial and error method and no
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consistent conclusions could be made on how the parameters impacted the performance
of the models. Convergence and tolerance parameters with respect to equilibrium
solutions were not altered for this investigation. As discussed in Section 2.4.5.2, all other
model investigations only consider Abaqus default parameters for the static, riks analysis
procedure to maintain consistency among the model analyses throughout the study.
The investigation considers 36 building models presented in Section 4.2.2. These
models feature three different element compositions and three different element
discretizations at four column removal locations. The results are presented and discussed
with respect to each of the column locations: the corner column models, the long side
middle column models, the interior column models, and the short side middle column
models. For reference, models are referred to by a letter, B, F, or H, representing the type
of element composition, and a number, 3, 6, or 9, indicating the element discretization at
each of the column removal locations.

Corner Column Models
The results of the removed corner column models are presented in Figures 5-17
through 5-20. Figures 5-17 through 5-19 represent the LPF vs. deflection response of the
3-element, 6-element, 9-element models, respectively. Figure 5-20 presents all of the
removed corner column models together.
It can be observed from Figure 5-17, that the 3-element models follow a similar
LPF vs. deflection curve to an approximate deflection of 8″ (200 mm). Beyond 8″, B3
has a negative stiffness response and F3 and H3 continue to have a positive stiffness
response. F3 exhibits greater LPF vs. deflection capacity than H3. It can be observed
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from Figure 5-18 and 5-19 that that the 6-element and 9-element models exhibit similar
trends as the 3-element models. It can be observed from Figure 5-18 that H6 and F6
follow similar LPF vs. deflection curves, although F6 has a slightly stiffer LPF vs.
deflection response. B6 has a negative stiffness response at approximately 15″ (375
mm). Similarly, it can be observed from Figure 5-19 that H9 and F9 follow similar LPF
vs. deflection curves, although F9 has a slightly stiffer LPF vs. deflection response. B9
has convergence difficulties after an initial negative stiffness response at approximately
17″ (425 mm). It can be observed from Figure 5-20 that the F models (F3, F6, F9), H3,
and B3 have a stiffer initial response than the H6, H9, B6, and B9 models. The 6element and 9-element models of the same element composition have very similar
behavior, while the 3-element models show a slightly stiffer response. The B3 element
finds the negative stiffness behavior earlier than the B6 and B9 models. The H6 model
performs to the greatest defection of approximately 30″ (760 mm).
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Long Side Middle Column Models
The results of the removed long side middle column models are presented in
Figures 5-21 through 5-24. Figures 5-21 through 5-23 represent the LPF vs. deflection
response of the 3-element, 6-element, 9-element models, respectively. Figure 5-24
presents all of the missing long side middle column models together.
It can be observed from Figure 5-21 that the 3-element models behave similarly to
a deflection of approximately 6″ (150 mm). Beyond deflections 6″ (150 mm), B3 has a
negative stiffness response. F3 has a slightly stiffer LPF vs. deflection response than H3
after approximately 6″ (150 mm). It can be observed from Figure 5-22 that the 6-element
models follow a similar response at the 3-element models. F6 has a slightly stiffer LPF
vs. deflection curve than H6 and B6. Also, B6 has convergence difficulties at
approximately 8″ (200 mm) before it has negative stiffness response. It can be observed
from Figure 5-23 that the 9-element models follow a similar LPF vs. deflection path until
approximately 6″ (150 mm). At this point, F9 indicates the stiffest LPF vs. deflection
curve, followed by H9 and B9. B9 does not have a negative stiffness response. It can be
observed from Figure 5-24, the 3-element models have a stiffer initial response than the
6-element and 9-element models. B3 is the only model that has a negative stiffness
response. B6 and B9 did not perform as well as F6 or H6 and F9 and H9. F9 had the
largest deflections, at approximately 15″ (375 mm) before convergence.
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Interior Column Models
The results of the removed interior column models are presented in Figures 5-25
through 5-29. Figures 5-25 through 5-28 represent the LPF vs. deflection response of the
3-element, 6-element, 9-element models, respectively. Figure 5-29 presents all of the
missing interior column models together.
It can be observed from Figure 5-25 that the F3 and H3 behave similarly and have
a stiffer LPF vs. deflection path than B3 element. The 3-element models have
convergence difficulties and terminate at approximately 4″ (100 mm). It can be observed
from Figure 5-26 that the F6 and H6 models behave very similarly until H6 has
convergence difficulties at approximately 5″ (125 mm). The F6 model continues to
approximately 13″ (320 mm). B6 has an initial LPF vs. deflection curve with less
stiffness than F6 and H6 and has negative stiffness response starting at approximately 6″
(150 mm). It can be observed from Figure 5-27 that H9 and B9 perform much better than
F9. F9 fails to converge at approximately 3.5″ (90 mm). H9 has a stiffer LPF vs.
deflection response than B9. B9 and H9 fail to converge at approximately 6″ (150 mm).
It can be observed from Figure 5-28 that the 3-element models have a stiffer initial
response than the 6-element and 9-element models. F6 has the largest deflection of
approximately 9″ (225 mm).
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Figure 5-25: 3-Element Interior Models
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Short Side Middle Column Models
The results of the removed short side middle column models are presented in
Figures 5-29 through 5-32. Figures 5-29 through 5-31 represent the LPF vs. deflection response of the 3-element, 6-element, 9-element models, respectively. Figure 5-32
presents all missing short side middle column models together.
It can be observed from 5.29, that H3 and F3 have a similar LPF vs. deflection
curve, until F3 fails to converge at approximately 7″ (180 mm). H3 continues to a
deflection of approximately 11″ (270 mm) before it fails to converge. F3 and H3 have a
stiffer initial response than B3, which has a negative stiffness response at approximately
7.5″ (185 mm). It can be observed from Figure 5-30 that H6 and B6 follow a similar
LPF vs. deflection curve until B6 has a negative stiffness response at approximately 8″
(200 mm). F6 exhibits a larger initial stiffness than H6 and B6 and continues to have
largest LPF vs. deflection capacity. F6 and H6 fail to converge at approximately 16″
(400 mm). It can be observed from Figure 5-30 that H9 and B9 follow a similar LPF vs.
deflection curve until approximately 10″ (250 mm), at which point, B6 has a negative
stiffness response. F9 has a stiffer LPF vs. deflection response than H9 or B9, and fails
to converge at 10″ (250 mm). H9 fails to converge at approximately 16″ (400 mm). It
can be observed from Figure 5-32 that the 3-element models show stiffer initial response
than the 6-element and 9-element models. The negative stiffness response of B3 was at a
significantly lower deflection than the negative stiffness response of B6 and B9.
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5.3 Pedestrian Load and UFC Design Load Comparison

5.3.1 Introduction
This building investigation compares the LPF vs. deflection performance of the
building subject to the UFC design load combination and the occupant egress load at the
corner and interior column removal locations. This investigation considers 18 building
models at each of the column removal locations. Building model variations are
composed of three different element compositions, three element discretizations and
subject to two load cases. For reference, models are referred to by a letter, B, F, or H,
representing the type of element composition, a number 3, 6, or 9, indicating the element
discretization, and a letter, indicating the either UFC design load combination (D) or the
occupant egress load (P), with respect to each of the column removal locations.
In the current study, loads are applied to the building models in three load steps.
In the first load step the models are subjected to a static gravity load applied as an
acceleration to the material density defined in the model. This load represents the selfweight of the steel frame and concrete slab. In the second load step, the models are
subjected to a concentrated force that is applied in a static load step to the nodes at the
exterior of the building. This load represents the self-weight of the building façade. In
the third load step, an additional static, riks gravity load is applied to the building as
reference load.
In the current study, the models are subject to two different reference load
applications: one representing the UFC design load combination and one representing an
occupant egress load. The reference load for models subjected to the UFC design load
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combination is the remainder of the dead and live loads outlined in Section 4.2.2. The
self-weight of the steel frame and the concrete slab, and the self-weight of the façade is
included in the first and second load steps, respectively. The reference load for the
pedestrian load case, however, represents the critical pedestrian egress load, discussed in
the following section.

5.3.2 Application of Pedestrian Load
The pedestrian load case is applied to the building models to represent a critical
load condition likely to occur during occupant egress. Investigations considering the
occupant behavior during emergency egress has primarily been the focus of fire life
safety engineers. This study does not attempt to model the dynamic response of an
occupant egress in an emergency event; rather, it considers it will apply critical occupant
egress densities as a pedestrian load on the damaged structure. As per the Section 2.5
discussion on occupant egress considerations, this study is based on the assumptions that
critical occupant density in the stairwells and surrounding stairwell queue during
emergency egress is 4 ft2/ occupant and the average weight is 200 lb/ occupant.
Therefore a pedestrian pressure load of 50 psf has been applied to the critical occupied
area.
The critical occupied area on each floor is shown in Figure 5-33 through Figure 536. In addition to the critical occupant density, the number of occupants, as well as the
geometry of the finite elements for load application is considered to determine the critical
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occupied area. The International Building Code (IBC, 2011) Chapter 10 discusses design
requirements for emergency egress such as location, number, and size of stairwells, with
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Figure 5-33: 3-Element Pedestrian Load

Figure 5-34: 6-Element Pedestrian Load

Figure 5-35: 9-Element Pedestrian Load

Figure 5-36: Typical Pedestrian Stairwell Load
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respect to the number of building occupants (occupant load). The IBC (2011) outlines
design parameters that limit the furthest unobstructed distance to an exit, the number of
exits per story, and the minimum egress width. IBC (2011) Table 1004.1.1 provides
occupant densities with respect to building function: “Business Area” and “Industrial
Area” require 100 ft2 per occupant.
Following these guidelines, it is assumed there are approximately 300 occupants
on each floor on the building. Based on occupant route choice, uncertainty discussed in
Chapter 2, and the possibility of obstructed egress paths, it is assumed that half of the
building population will egress through the critical stairwell location. Therefore, the
pedestrian load should be applied to a critical occupied area of approximately 600 ft2 to
represent the emergency evacuation.
Pedestrian loads cannot be assigned to portions of elements or nodes due to
restrictions in Abaqus, therefore load application is dependent on finite element geometry
of the numerical models. In addition, the pedestrian load application must be consistent
in numerical models of all element discretization such that the response of these models
can be compared. Figure 5-33 through Figure 5-36 illustrate two different components of
the critical occupied area: the stairwell and the floor queuing. Figures 5-33 through
Figures 5-35 present the occupied floor area representative of queuing at the stairwell.
This queuing area is subjected to a pressure load of 50 psf. Figure 5-36 details the load
application of the pedestrian loads on the stairwell. The stairwell is modeled as a series of
mass elements between floors, not explicitly as treads and risers, as shown in Figure 536. The magnitude of these mass elements is representative of the 50 psf load expected
on the critical stairwell.
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5.3.3 Investigation Results
Model performance is documented similar to the other building model
investigations in this chapter with respect to column location. The figures plot the LPF
vs. displacement performance for each of the models during the static, riks step. The
vertical deflection is monitored at the column removal location and the LPF represents
the applied load as proportionality factor of the reference load of the model. The
reference loads are dependent on the load case of the model and must be considered when
evaluating the results presented in subsequent sections.

Corner Column Models
The results of the removed corner column models are presented in Figures 5-37
through 5-41. Figure 5-37 presents all of the models subjected to the UFC design load
combination, Figure 5-38 presents all of the models subjected to the occupant egress load
case, and Figures 5-39 through 5-41, present the 3-element, 6-element, and 9-element
models subjected to both load cases, respectively.
It can be observed from Figure 5-37 that all of the F models perform to an
approximate LPF of 2.5 before the analysis terminated. F3D has the stiffest response,
followed by F9D and F6D. F3D, F9D and F6D reach deflections of 16″ (250 mm), 18″
(450 mm) and 23″ (570 mm), respectively. H6D reaches an approximate LPF of 3,
higher than the other H models. The H6D load path is not as stiff as the F model load
paths and it reaches a deflection of approximately 29″ (710 mm) before it terminates.
H3D follows a stiffer LPF vs. deflection path than H6D and exhibits negative stiffness
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performance at approximately 18″ (450 mm). H9D terminates at an approximate LPF of
1, before H3D or H6D terminate. It can be observed that of the B models, B3D has the
stiffest initial LPF vs. deflection response, followed by B6D and B9D. B6D reaches an
LPF close to 2 and exhibiting a negative stiffness response. The B3D and B9D models
both terminate at approximately 1.5. B9D follows a similar LPF vs. deflection path as
B6D.
It can be observed from Figures 5-37 and 5-38 that the LPF vs. deflection
stiffness for both load cases is greatest in the 3-element models, followed by the 9element models, and then the 6-element models for models of the same element
composition. The F6P model finds solutions until an approximate LPF of 3 and a
deflection of approximately 25″ (610 mm) before terminating. F3P and F9P terminate at
lower LPF values than F6P. The B3P model exhibits negative stiffness at an LPF above
2, at an approximate deflection of 17″ (425 mm), and B9 terminates at an approximate
LPF of 0.5 and deflection of 8″ (200 mm). H3P terminates at an approximate LPF of 3
and a deflection of approximately 28″ (690). H6P terminates at an approximate LPF of
2.25 and deflection of 22″ (540 mm). H9P terminates an approximate LPF of 0.57 and a
deflection of 8″ (200 mm), similar to B9P.
It can be observed from Figure 5-39 that the H3D LPF vs. deflection behavior is
not as stiff as the F3D and B3D model behavior and F3D and H3D find more solutions
than B3D. For the pedestrian load case models, the H3P LPF vs. deflection behavior is
not as stiff as F3P and B3P model behavior. H3P reaches the largest LPF and deflection
before terminating, followed by B3P and then F3P terminating at the lowest LPF.
Compared to models of similar element profile composition and element discretization,
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models subject to the UFC design load combination have a stiffer LPF vs. deflection
response than models subject to the pedestrian load case.
It can be observed from Figure 5-40, 6-element models subjected to both load
cases, that the LPF vs. deflection stiffness is greatest in F models, then B models, and
then H models with the least stiffness. Compared to models of similar element profile
composition and element discretization, models subject to the UFC design load
combination have a stiffer LPF vs. deflection response than models subject to the
pedestrian load case. The LPF vs. deflection load path for the models subjected to the
UFC design load combination is different than the models subject to the pedestrian load
cases, which have an increase in stiffness beyond deflections of approximately 20″ (500
mm).
It can be observed from Figure 5-41 that H9P and B9P terminate early compared
to the other 9-element models, although F9P reaches an LPF of approximately 2. Of the
UFC design models, F9D has the largest stiffness, followed by B9D, and then H9D. F9D
has greater stiffness and relative LPF capacity than F9P.
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Figure 5-37: All Models - UFC Design Load
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Figure 5-38: All Models - Pedestrian Load
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Figure 5-39: 3-Element Models
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Figure 5-41: 9-Element Models
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Interior Column Models
The results of the removed corner column models are presented in Figures 5-42
through 5-46. Figure 5-42 presents all of the models subjected to the UFC design load
combination, Figure 5-43 presents all of the models subjected to the occupant egress load
case, and Figures 5-44 through 5-46, present the 3-element, 6-element, and 9-element
models subjected to both load cases, respectively.
It can be observed from Figure 5-42 that the 6-element models find more
solutions than the 3-element and 9-element models for all element compositions. At all
element discretizations, the B models consistently show the lowest stiffness at large LPF,
while H and F models exhibit a stiffer response. The 3-element models of all element
compositions show greater stiffness than the 6-element and 9-element models. The 6element and 9-element models follow a similar LPF vs. deflection path, although, the 9element models terminate at lower LPF than the 6-element models.
It can be observed from Figure 5-43, there is no data for B9P and H9P. B9P and
H9P terminate during the initial gravity steps and are not subject to the subsequent static,
riks step that applies the pedestrian load case. For all element composition, the 3-element
models are stiffer than the corresponding 6-element models. F3P terminates early at an
approximate LPF of 0.5 compared to H3P and B3P models, which terminate at an
approximate LPF of 5. All 6-element models follow a similar LPF vs. deflection path,
although, F6P reaches and approximate LPF of 5.5 and H6P and B6P terminate at an
approximate LPF of 3.5. F9P follows a similar LPF vs. deflection path as the 6-element
models, but terminates at an approximate LPF of 2.
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It can be observed from Figure 5-44 that models subject to the pedestrian load
case have a much stiffer LPF vs. deflection response than models subject to the UFC
design load combination. B3P, H3P, F3P follow a similar LPF vs. deflection path,
although, B3P and H3P continue to an LPF of approximately 5, while F3P terminates at
an LPF of approximately 1. At LPF greater than 3, B3P has a less stiff response that
H3P. F3D and H3D follow a very similar LPF vs. deflection path. B3D follows similar
load path as F3D and H3D until an approximate LPF of 1, after which it has less
stiffness.
It can be observed from Figure 5-45 that models subjected to the pedestrian load
case have a much stiffer LPF vs. deflection response than the models subject to the UFC
design load combination. F6P, B6P and H6P behave very similarly until B6P and H6P
terminate an approximate LPF of 3.25. F6P continues to an approximate LPF of 5.5.
F6D and B6D follow a very similar load path until H6D terminates at an approximate
LPF of 2.5. F6D does not terminate until an LPF above 3. B6D behaves like F6D and
H6D until an approximate LPF of 1, after which, it exhibits a less stiff LPF vs. deflection
response. An approximate LPF of 2.5 and a deflection of approximately 7″ (175 mm),
B6D exhibits negative stiffness behavior, than continues to deflect until approximately
8.5″ (210 mm).
It can be observed from Figure 5-46 that the models subject to the pedestrian load
case have a much stiffer LPF vs. deflection response than the models subject to the UFC
design load combination. H9D and F9D perform similarly until F9D terminates at an
approximate LPF of 1.25. H9D terminates at an approximate LPF of 2. B9D follows a
similar LPF vs. deflection path as H9D and F9D until an approximate LPF of 1. F9P has
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a much stiffer LPF vs. deflection path than the models subjected UFC design load
combination. F9P terminates at an approximate LPF of 1.75.
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Figure 5-42: All Models - UFC Design Load
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Figure 5-43: All Models - Pedestrian Load
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Figure 5-44: 3-Element Models
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Chapter 6
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

6.1 Summary and Conclusions
There are two primary objectives of this study. The first objective is to
investigate the effects of three modeling parameters: element composition, element
discretization, and load application on the collapse performance of a numerical building
model at a four failure locations. The second objective is to investigate the collapse
performance of the numerical building model subject to two load cases: the UFC collapse
design load combination and a critical pedestrian load case representative of emergency
occupant egress on the damaged structure. Numerical models were analyzed in Abaqus
following the DOD (2009) guidelines on nonlinear static progressive collapse analysis
procedures. The numerical models were used to investigate the objectives with respect
to three different model investigations, each considering a ‘push-down’ load application.
The first investigation subjected the numerical building models to a reference load
equal to the magnitude of the concrete slab. The load was applied as a gravity load and
Abaqus default static, riks analysis parameters were used. The following conclusions can
be drawn from the first building model investigation:
•

Models are very sensitive to element composition and mesh density at all four
column removal locations.

•

At each of the column removal locations, models are grouped into two distinct
behavior groups that exhibit different trends. Models of one group exhibit a
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greater stiffness response and significantly larger load capacity (up to 6x) than the
models of the other group.
•

Several models, at all column removal locations, reach load capacities of up to 8
to 12 times larger the model concrete slab weight (50 psf).

•

Generally, B models have more realistic ultimate load capacities than the F or H
models.
The second investigation subjected the numerical building models to a reference

load representative of the UFC collapse design load combination. The load was applied
as a pressure load on the building concrete slab elements and the Abaqus static, riks
parameters were altered to optimize the analysis performance of the numerical models.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the second building model investigation:
•

Models subject to the UFC collapse design load do not find equilibrium solutions
at the high load capacities or deflection values of the models in the first
investigation. The second investigation models terminate in an LPF range of 2 to
4.

•

Models subject to the UFC collapse design load illustrate relatively consistent
behavior with respect to element composition and element discretization at all
four column removal locations. While performance is similar, F models show a
slightly stiffer response than the B or H models and 3-elements typically show a
stiffer response than 6-element or 9-element models.

•

Interior models illustrate the most convergence difficulties compared to models at
the other removal locations.
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•

B models are the only models in the second investigation to exhibit negative
stiffness response.
The third investigation subjected to the building to two different reference loads,

one representing the UFC collapse design load combination and a critical pedestrian load.
In both cases, the reference load was applied to the building as a gravity load. For the
UFC design load case, the reference load was applied to the building concrete slab
elements; for the pedestrian load case, the reference load is applied to mass elements
representing pedestrian loads on the stairwell and to the building concrete slab elements
representing pedestrian loads queuing on building floors. The following conclusions can
be drawn from the third building model investigation:
•

At the removed corner column location, models subject to the pedestrian loads
have very comparable ultimate load capacity and deflections relative to the
models subject to the UFC design load combination at all element composition
and mesh density.

•

At the removed interior column location there is a large distinction between the
behavior of the models subject to the pedestrian load case and the models subject
to the UFC design load combination. The UFC design load combination controls
building response at this location.

•

At both locations, the 6-element models find equilibrium solutions at greater LPF
and at greater deflections than the 3-element models and the 9-element models
subject to both load cases.
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6.2. Recommendations
The following are recommendations based on the conclusions drawn from the
study:
•

The modeling parameters considered in this study, element composition, element
discretization, and load application all have a significant impact on model
performance.
o Literature suggests B33 as the superior element although performance
with respect to element discretization was not clear in this study. The
Frame3D element was considered in part because of its computations
efficiency, although these benefits were not realized in this study. Both
elements should be considered.
o Trends with respect to element discretization were not clear in this study.
It is recommended that modeling parameters be thoroughly investigated in
sub-assemblages and full-building numerical models with much greater
element discretization. Third party pre-processing techniques should be
considered to greatly reduce the time required for model development.
o Load application, with respect to both location (concentrated, distributed,
surface) and definition (gravity or pressure) significantly impacts model
performance. Load location and magnitude impact the stiffness response
of the models and the locations of plasticity development. Load definition
impacts equilibrium convergence and analysis procedure solution. Load
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application should carefully be assigned to accurately represent actual
conditions.
•

Pedestrian egress load can be the most critical load case during a collapse event.
Pedestrian egress loads should be carefully examined with consideration of
realistic pedestrian behavior during emergency egress.

6.3 Future Research

6.3. 1 Numerical Modeling Analysis Computation
In addition to the modeling parameters investigated in this study focusing on the
numerical model composition, a worthwhile investigation could focus on how analysis
computational parameters impact model performance. The static, riks analysis
parameters had a much larger impact on model behavior than expected. Research should
be conducted to consider how these computational parameters can be utilized to optimize
model performance.

6.3.2 Concrete Properties and Composite Behavior
The inclusion of a linear-elastic slab results in overstated collapse resistance
capacity. Much work needs to be done to incorporate an accurate representation of
composite concrete slab into finite element models. Methods that include frequent tie or
contact of the concrete slab with steel frame are needed to represent the composite
behavior that is conventional in building design. In addition, material models
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incorporating realistic cracking and crushing of the concrete slab must be developed for
consideration during building collapse analysis.

6.3.3 Pedestrian Load Application
Pedestrian load application in this study was limited to the geometry of the finite
elements and nodes. As illustrated in this study, load application has a significant effect
on model performance. There are several ways to enhance the fidelity of pedestrian
egress scenarios and load application. For example, studies could consider a network of
pedestrian paths, a time-history response of pedestrian queuing, or incorporate use of
elevators and/or other egress methods into load considerations.

6.3.4 Full-scale Testing
Perhaps the most fundamental research needed is the evaluation of collapse
performance on large-scale building frames and/or components. These investigations can
be used to verify critical assumptions commonly used in progressive collapse research,
such as: load modifiers used in static analysis procedures, connection stiffness
assumptions, concerns in regards to flying debris, and immediate removal methods
compared to impact or blast applications. These experiments would be a great
contribution to progressive collapse research and would provide valuable guidance for
numerical model investigations.
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